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Abstract
Due to the worldwide state of financial stress, more and more pressure is exerted on funded
organisations to account for their activities. This also applies to funded local non-governmental
organisations (NGOs) active in the battle against poverty and the promotion of sustainable
agriculture in developing countries. Despite the increasing demand for accountability, a precise
description of what it should encompass to these local organisations is still sorely lacking.
To address this problem, this paper both explores the existing theoretical background on
accountability in general as well as analyses the execution of accountability in the field by a local
NGO. In both the theoretical and practical approaches accountability is characterised through the
discussion of four main items.
Firstly, the directions of accountability are clarified. Accountability has to be given upward, to
those that give them financial means to operate (most likely donors) and others that give them legal
means to operate (e.g. governmental bodies), downward, to the beneficiaries (nowadays often called
‘clients’), horizontally, to peers, and inward, to the organisation in question as it demands
maintenance of its organisations’ identity.
Secondly, the items needing accountability, i.e., what has to be accounted for are set apart.
Briefly, these consider the financial or administrative aspects, the legal or procedural aspects, the
programme-related aspects, and the rules of priority.
Thirdly, the power relations between the givers and demanders of accountability are
unravelled. The sanctions – or power – accountability demanders have at their disposal to impose on
NGOs are explored.
Fourthly, the paper elaborates on how accountability is practised. As an extension, this paper
comments upon the most striking discordances between accountability in theory and accountability
in practice.
It is concluded that accountability in practice has a very complex structure and confronts
NGOs not only with financial, but also with social and ethical demands from a multitude of
directions. The principal conclusion is that further research is necessary in particular a research
including key stakeholders and their accountabilities which can contribute to understand the roots of
accountability.
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Resumen
Debido a los problemas financieros en el mundo, es cada vez mas difícil financiar las actividades de
organizaciones sin fines de lucro. Esto es aplicable en el financiamiento de Organizaciones no
gubernamentales (ONGs) dedicadas a la lucha contra la pobreza y la promoción de la agricultura
sustentable en países en desarrollo. A pesar de la creciente demanda por rendición de cuentas,
todavía se necesita una descripción detallada de lo que significa este concepto en estas
organizaciones.
Para llevar a cabo este objetivo, este estudio explora la teoría existente acerca del concepto de
rendición de cuentas en general, como también el análisis de la puesta en marcha de este concepto
por una ONG local. Tanto en la teoría como en la practica, el concepto de rendición de cuentas se
aplica en 4 principales aspectos.
El primero se refiere a clarificar las direcciones en las cuales la rendición de cuentas debe ser llevada
a cabo. La rendición de cuentas debe ser “hacia arriba”, dirigida tanto a aquellos que proporcionan
los medios financieros para realizar sus actividades (principalmente donantes), como los medios
legales (entidades de Gobierno); hacia abajo, dirigida a los beneficiarios; hacia al lado, dirigida a sus
pares; y hacia adentro, dirigida a la misma organización en cuestión para mantener su identidad.
El segundo aspecto se refiere a los ítems necesarios de llevar a cabo una rendición de cuentas, es
decir, que debe ser considerado en la rendición de cuentas. Brevemente, esto incluye aspectos
financieros, de procedimiento, cumplimiento del programa y objetivos para los cuales el programa
fue diseñado.
Tercero, el estudio considera las relaciones de poder entre los que entregan y necesitan rendición de
cuentas. Específicamente se estudia las sanciones que los demandantes de rendición de cuentas
tienen a su disposición para controlar a las ONGs.
Cuarto, este trabajo describe como la rendición de cuentas debe ser llevada a cabo. Específicamente
este trabajo explica las incoherencias entre la teoría y la práctica de la rendición de cuentas.
Las conclusiones de este trabajo son que la práctica de la rendición de cuentas tiene una estructura
compleja que involucra a la ONG no solo con aspectos financieros, sino también con aspectos éticos
y sociales en múltiples dimensiones. La principal conclusión es que se necesita más investigación
especialmente sobre el origen de la información requerida de los otros actores involucrados hacia la
ONG .
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Abbreviations used
AIDS

Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome

CBO

Community Based Organisation

CIAL

Local Agricultural Research Committees

CSO

Civil Society Organisation

CONAIE

The Confederation of Indigenous Nationalities of Ecuador

FAO

Food and Agricultural Organisation (United Nations)
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Farmer Field Schools

FSC

Forest Stewardship Council

ICCO

Interdenominational Organisation for Development, The Netherlands

INIAP

Ecuadorian National governmental research centre in agriculture and animal
husbandry

IUCN NL

The World Conservation Union, National Committee of The Netherlands

MAE

The Ecuadorian Ministry of Environment (Ministerio del Ambiente Ecuador)

MDGs

Millennium Development Goals

NGO(s)

Non Governmental Organisation(s)

OM

Outcome Mapping

PDA

Community development plan (Plan Desarollo del Area)

SRI

Ecuadorian tax office (Servicios de las Rentas Internas)

ToR

Terms of Reference

UN

United Nations

UNDP

United Nations Development Programme

WWF

World Wildlife Fund

WWR

The Scientific Council for Government Policy, The Netherlands
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1. Introducing accountability

T

he current financial crisis puts the international development sector in the spotlight. A
shortfall of liquidity of banks in the United States caused by an overvaluation of stocks
resulted in major economic setbacks. In the ‘West’ housing markets dropped, key businesses
failed, consumer wealth declined, banks and insurance companies were bailed out or even
disappeared. As a consequence of less economic activities there is less money to spend and so there
is more attention to whether the money spent had effect. This urge to ‘ value for money’ is often
measured by quantifiable indicators. I have personally experienced this during my internship at the
World Conservation Union (IUCN-NL). Take for example forest conservation. The people who are
responsible for diminishing forests are being educated about the need to conserve the forests and
even are sometimes even thought sustainable practices or alternative income practices in order to
conserve nature. The project then is measured by how many people participated in the workshops
and multiplied by the square meters of land they usually diminish. So the project can eventually
conclude its effectiveness because people have turned to more sustainable practices by which a
number of square meters forest was conserved. This then is translated by the ‘Western’ organisation
(who is the donor organisation of the local organisation) in relation with the money spent.
Not only is there need to account for expenditures, there is also public pressure whether the
money spent meets the needs of the resource poor (i.e. whether the needy are well represented).
What happens in the Netherlands is illustrative: The Scientific Council for the Government Policy
(WRR) feeds this debate with their report Less pretention, More ambition: Development aid that
makes a difference. In a nutshell, the report is about the need for aid to shift its focus from care to
self-sufficiency through opportunities for development and economic development (WRR 2010).
Consequently there are major cuts in the development budget. It looks like the Netherlands wants to
increase the ability of developing countries to cope independently by allowing only 20 Dutch
organisations to apply for government funding while currently 106 organisations receive subsidy
from the Dutch government. The Dutch minister of international development, Mr. Koenders, has
stated that fragmentation of help needs to be prevented and that organisations should strive for
cooperation (personal communication, May 2006). As a result of financial cuts Dutch organisations
are diminishing and direct their work to local organisations. ICCO (Interdenominational Organisation
for Development) for example, a Dutch Christian development organisation operating in the South,
wants to transfer responsibilities to local organisations in the South (Haaren, van E. 2008).
Developing countries translate the close proximity of local organisations to the intended
beneficiaries into achieving more efficiency. Local organisations already have affinity with the local
culture and customs. Therefore they are considered to be more effective in defining matters of
importance and implementing interventions which saves time and so, money.
The above explains the greater need for financial accountability as well as accountability
towards the approach. Financial accountability meaning whether the money spent is in good
proportion to the quantitative results. Accountability towards the approach signifies social inclusion
rather than a top-down intervention. As local organisations principally receive financial means from
developing countries (The Netherlands among others), local organisations need to comply to their
need for greater accountability. This reveals the debatable part of accountability: Even though tasks
are entrusted to local organisations, the Northern organisations (from developed countries) act as
commissioners supporting behind the scene by means of finances and knowledge. Despite delegation
of the executive duties to the South (developing countries), Northern organisations still want to
monitor activities happening ‘on the ground’.
Beside the obligatory request to account for project proceedings in turn for investments and
other privileges that fall under upward accountabilities, local organisations face accountabilities
towards their organisations identity as well as their beneficiaries.
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In literature, much has been written about what directions accountability can take (more
about that later). Most emphasis is on upward accountabilities which is not surprising because they
are most visible. To a lesser extent downward accountabilities are described and to the least extent
inward accountabilities as well as horizontal accountabilities are studied. However, theorists seem to
overestimate the capability of understanding the concept of accountability. Many do not describe
what it means to be held accountable or to define when one is accountable. Furthermore hardly
anything is written about how local organisations deal with accountability as mostly theorists focus
on organisations in developed countries who –in relation to local organisations- function as donors.
The absence of local organisations in accountability research is remarkable. Local organisations fulfil
the challenging task of being an intermediary between all the parties while also the executing party
implementing the project. One could argue that the local organisations ‘feel’ multiple
accountabilities best.
Conclusively, research on accountability deserves more attention. This research attempts to
give an overview of the main theories of accountability concerned to the NGO or overall
development sector by which it endeavours to give a broader understanding to the meaning of
accountability. Furthermore accountability as a practice in local NGOs is reviewed.
The research question central to tackling this topic of concern is:
How does a local organisation practice accountability?
In explaining the practical application of accountability, four dimensions are discussed in this thesis
research. The three first dimensions clarify what accountability entails and the fourth dimension is
about how a local organisation/ an organisation gives account. This distinction is used throughout the
theoretical chapter and the analytical chapter which represents the empirical results.
1st dimension: To whom (four directions)
Weaving together multiple theories on accountability has lead to the conclusion that accountability
goes in four different directions. These directions are part of explaining which accountabilities a local
organisation faces. Most known local organisations face upward accountabilities which include
accountabilities to those that provide financial and legal means. In order to implement projects, local
organisations receive financial means from donors. Donors can be national governments but in the
case of local organisations in developing countries these are most likely to be originating from the
North. Furthermore, for the execution of their projects local organisations need have some legal
dependencies. For example a nature conservation probably needs permission of local governments
to execute a project in an area that falls under their supervision. Some have a system of NGO
certification to advance certified organisations to obtain funding or even to give the right to operate.
These upward accountabilities are well-known since their mechanisms are most visible. Donors and
governments can impose sanctions, respectively they can stop disbursement or by deny access to a
region.
Next to upward accountabilities, local organisations face downward accountabilities to those
who are intended to benefit from the projects. A project which is beneficial to the local people when
it meets their needs. A local organisation has to put effort into getting to know the needs of those
affected by the project and attune the project accordingly. A possible mechanism for doing so is
participation, even though a problem with participation is that it does not always lead to
empowerment. Participation might be used as a marketing strategy to impress donors while in reality
beneficiaries might be merely informed or consulted. True participation, in the case of local
organisations who take up a position to be accountable, is a condition to achieving empowerment.
People are empowered if they have influence over the project outcomes and are given the
mechanisms to sanction in case a local organisation fails to meet the standards. Moreover
organisations have an inward accountability towards their own identity which can be defined as
2

central, distinctive and enduring (Albert and Whetten 1985), which comes into play when an
organisation faces hard decisions. This type of accountability can be linked to downward
accountability since the organisations goals and values (by which the identity is compromised) reflect
the needs of those they claim to help. This can be indirectly: A conservation organisations principal
goal is to conserve nature which benefits people depending on that nature. A challenge of downward
accountability is that beneficiaries mostly lack resources and are poorly organised in order to
sanction the local organisation in case they do not deliver a promise. Even though, technically spoken
they remain the right to refuse organisations help it hardly ever happens. In turn, local organisations
themselves are responsible for remaining loyal to their ideals. While formerly organisations were
trusted by their altruistic motivations, nowadays inward accountability in terms of self definition is
important and by some even considered to determine the success and efficiency of these
organisations. Moreover, since the organisation is part of the sector of development organisations
one could also argue the organisation has a horizontal accountability to their peers. An organisation
working in nature conservation should not stimulate exploitation of endangered species. An
organisation should respect international codes of conduct such as the universal declaration of
human rights (website UN 2009)1 or the red list of threatened species list by IUCN (website 2010)2. In
addition, local organisations should considerate the work of other organisations working in the same
region.
2nd dimension: For what (accountability aspects)
Secondly, a closer look is taken at what aspects local organisations have to account for. Financially, a
local organisation can be held to account for the appropriate use of money. Beside accounting for
expenditures organisations face ‘process accountability’ which is about the to account for correct
follow up of project procedures or general organisational rules. In addition the extent of efficiency
and effectiveness by which a planned programme has been executed is part of the accountabilities
local organisations face and called: programme accountability. Also ‘accountability for priorities falls
under the responsibility of local organisations and is about whether the service provided meets the
needs of the intended beneficiaries.
3rd dimension: Consequences (sanctions)
Failing to account, organisations can confront either hard- or soft sanctions. This is the third
dimension. Harsh functions can result into a standstill for example an unsatisfied donor that stops
disbursement. Soft sanctions are mostly of explanatory nature. A donor can ask to clarify an
organisations approach but also beneficiaries (or those that represent them) and local governments
are asking organisations what they are planning to do and how this can benefit the area and its
inhabitants. A harsh sanction that beneficiaries and local projects can turn to is to exit the project
and turn to non cooperation. Sanctions can be seen as mechanisms of actors involved in the project
to call local organisations (as an executing party) to account.
4th dimension: How to give account
Finally, the way a local organisation has to account for its actions towards multiple actors is
discussed. Local organisations have various manners of giving account reaching from qualitative,
quantitative to formal and informal ways depending on the target audience. Often donors are
interested in whether their financial contribution has lead to results. Local organisations are asked to
write several reports to legitimize their approach. The report usually is a combination of qualitative
information about the process and quantitative information on results related to the expenditures.
1
2

UN http://www.un.org/en/documents/udhr/ viewed at 17.06.2009
IUCN http://www.iucn.org/about/work/programmes/species/red_list/ viewed at 17.06.2009
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Local governments are interested whether the project really contributes to the well being of the
communities. Governments in general are interested whether the local organisation does not violate
any regulations. Usually local organisations inform governments about the projects by meetings. As
mentioned earlier participation of beneficiaries can be a mechanism of a local organisation to be
accountable towards them. Participation can mean including them in important meetings to give
them space to voice their interests. Also during informal conversations, for example when the
fieldworker pays a visit, beneficiaries can express themselves.
The character of this research is an explorative single case study. Results of this research can
serve as a stepping stone for other researchers who embark upon how (possibly conflicting) multiple
accountabilities are dealt with in reality. Local organisations are an intermediary between what
happens on the ground and a distant donor. Actors involved have interests that may- or may not
coincide. In nature conservation for example. A donor might strive for an ecological purpose whereas
beneficiaries are more concerned to social and economic values of the project.
This case study was realised at a medium sized Ecuadorian NGO concerned with nature
conservation. Within the NGO a project aimed at soil recuperation and water management in the
moorlands of Ecuador is central to this research.
This thesis will now continue to describe the theories which justify this research. The
methods used are explained in the subsequent chapter. The 4th chapter serves to analyse the data
collected in the field. In the final chapter outcomes of the research are discussed and
recommendations for further research are given. The figure below visualises the structure of this
thesis.
1. Introducing accountability

3. Methodology

Newsworthiness of this
accountability research

Explains the research phases
and assessments made
throughout these phases

2. Accountability in theory
Theories on:
• What accountabilities are
• How NGOs practice
accountability

4. Accountability in practice
Results of empirical research
• What accountabilities
does Castaña face
• How does Castaña
practice accountability

5. Concluding and discussing accountabilities &
Accountability to ‘accountability’
What is meant by giving account, what was striking and conclusions
(recommendations for further research)

Figure 1:Reading outline. Source: Author
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2. Accountability in theory

I

n literature, theories on NGO accountability first became acknowledged during the 80’s. For a
long time research on accountability was primarily concerned with accountability to donors.
Based on various research, Najam (1996) has set the tone in acknowledging NGO accountabilities
go in different directions. Many theories that followed seem to be derived from Najam’s theories
yet adding another aspect or viewing it from another perspective.
In this chapter, first meaning is given to the concept of accountability. Central to the division
of this chapter are what accountability entails and how accountability is practiced. In describing what
accountability means three dimensions are discussed: to whom the NGO should be accountable, the
aspects for what an NGO should be accountable for and the consequences of these accountabilities
in terms of sanctions. The last dimension describes how NGOs practice multiple accountabilities
using related theories. Finally after understanding what accountability for NGOs entails and how it is
practiced the relevance of the theories in relation to the analytical chapter is explained.

2.1 What is NGO accountability?
2.1.1 To whom: Directions
In the description of the theories alternative names are used that refer to the principal perspective of
the theory towards accountability. After unfolding Najams framework contributions by other theorist
are examined. In the end these perspectives are being discussed which form the base for analysing
the empirical results.
Three-way model
Najam (1996) divides the world of NGO accountability into their accountability to patrons, clients and
themselves.
An NGO has several patrons of which donors are the most obvious ones, providing financial
means for operation. These donors can be internal from members of the organisation itself or
external from governments, foundations or other donors that provide finances most often for
particular purposes or areas. Beside donors, Najam mentions governments that can accredit NGOs
which can lead to an ‘ease of operation or generation of extra funds (Najam 1996: 343) or simply
allowing space to operate. Also, NGOs can cooperate with other NGOs.
Within these patronage relationships, Najam stresses the consequences of these
relationships when ‘failure to fulfil the stated or implied responsibility occurs(Najam 1996: 344).
Since patrons have both the power to hold NGOs accountable and the means to punish them (Najam
1996: 344) clients (all who benefit from the project) fear that they abuse their power possibly leading
to declining legitimacy. The degree of legitimacy is called into question when the organisation tends
to satisfy its patrons more than its clients. Organisations are then more concerned with satisfying the
donors requirements rather than meeting the needs of those whom they claim to help. The fear for
declining legitimacy can even be bigger when NGOs are dependent on one major donor.
Furthermore, contradicting ideas on what services are paid for and what the NGO is accountable for
are a source for tensions between a donor and an NGO. This can be the case if clients’ desires
towards a project are ignored to favour patrons ideals. Such tensions are damaging to the execution
of NGO responsibilities and so the achievement of patrons goals (Najam 1996: 345).
Clients of an NGO are those who are designed to benefit from programmes. Directly these
are people to whom programmes are geared and indirectly those people ‘who are in catchment of an
NGOs activity’ (1996: 345) at regional- and even international level. Some projects namely exceed
borders for example maintaining forests or planting new ones make contributes to the capture of
carbon dioxide. The NGO needs to be accountable to the needs and aspiration of these intended
5

beneficiaries. In this respect the intended beneficiaries are seen as patrons and donors as their
clients. Even though this might seem logical from a moral and operational point of view, practice
reveals a different reality. Beneficiaries often play a subordinate role. Frequently beneficiaries lack
the means for holding NGOs to account. Sometimes NGOs tend to be more accountable to patrons.
Participation therefore remains a myth as it is questionable whether NGOs are really representing
what their constituencies consider best for themselves or if they are ‘self-deceiving’ (Chambers
1996:246 cited in Najam 1996: 346).
As far as accountability to their own organisation concerns, Najam considers self-definition
of an NGO in terms of goals and aspirations essential for its efficiency. It is important that NGOs pass
their organisational culture on to their staff. Understandably when new staff is acquired they also
need to be informed -if not the self-definition of NGOs is in danger.
Najam concludes that NGOs sentiments, of attaching more value to clients and mission than
to their patrons, often mismatch their actions. Their dynamic character and flexibility in determining
their own accountability tend to be ‘swayed by the whims of donors or by strong charismatic leaders
(Najam 1996: 349). This idea has been a foundation for the accountability continuum further
explained in §2.2. By making this reality explicit he says NGOs will turn to mechanisms and
organisational structures that are more accountable to their patrons, clients and themselves.
Relational model
Ebrahim (2003) has been viewing accountability from different perspectives such as legal, economic
and principal-agent and eventually came to an integrated version, highlighting the
multidimensionality and complexity of accountability by looking at the relational nature of NGO
accountability.
Legal perspectives on accountability, in Ebrahim’s opinion, is about the right of one party to
hold another executing party to account and is more an external formality that does not take into
account internal, less formal organisational behaviour. By doing so a danger exist for the executing
party to be too over accountable to their commissioner. Non profits can be held to account to meet
the prescribed standards of ‘care, loyalty and obedience’ (Chisolm 1995 cited in Ebrahim 2003: 195).
Economic perspectives on accountability believe that non profits exist to fill in the gaps in
services due to market- and governmental failure. In doing so, non-profits find various sources of
funding by which they can respond to the needs of particular constituencies. This reveals that non
profits are entangled in relationships and that the relations involved also have a mind of their own. A
result of working together with different parties, non profits accountability is not only about meeting
the objectives but also about ‘finding a balance between competing interests and objectives
(Ebrahim 2003: 196) between those parties. An NGO wants to obtain funding to finance certain
projects but also have to deal with the donor’s aspirations which might differ.
More than only being external as with legal accountability the economic perspective reveals
that accountability is relational by nature and reflects the power relations. The economic perspective
clarifies that because non-profits are entangled in several relations (most obvious with their funders
and their beneficiaries) comparative assessments are being made. Subsequently questions rise as to
whom are non profit organisations accountable and how they deal with the different interests within
the relations (Ebrahim 2003: 195).
The principal-agent theory has made a considerable contribution to framing accountability.
From this perspective a principal has his agenda carried out by an agent (the executive). Distinctive of
this approach is that a principal can hold an agent to account and has the right to impose sanctions if
the account or the actions accounted for are inadequate.
Compared to the economic perspective the NGO is clearly the principal as they are looking
for sources of funding to carry out their idea. According to Ebrahim (2003) the principal-agent
perspective can become problematic when it is unclear who the principal is and so whether the
agent really acts in interest of the principal. The roles can be reversed. For example the relationship
of local organisations with beneficiaries. Should the beneficiaries be considered principals since an
organisation claims to meet their needs? Or is the local organisation the principal since they
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eventually determine contents of the project? A further limitation is the strong focus on the external
monitoring aspect of accountability while accountability can ‘assist in framing a common script about
organisational roles and expectations (Fry 1995: 182 cited in Ebrahim 2003: 197). Besides, the
behavioural requirements of a principal are left aside in favour for those of the agents, while they are
important actors in influencing the agents behavioural performance. Furthermore the principal-agent
perspective fails to see ‘ambiguities and conflict arising from multiple principals (Ebrahim 2003: 199).
From the above three perspectives (legal, economic and principal-agent) Ebrahim drew a few
general conclusions such as that external accountability (laws, codes, reporting requirements) is only
one side of the coin. Internal organisational mechanisms: self-evaluation, performance assessment,
self-regulation and participatory decision making, are equally important since they help to legitimate
the local organisations actions. By mentioning that, Ebrahim acknowledges that organisations should
strive for their own goals while showing legitimacy for their actions. Furthermore accountability
issues are complex. Not only are they influenced by multiple principals and interests but also by the
organisation’s own missions and values. Besides accountability can only be viewed along with the
context of their environment since it is ‘a product of inter- and intraorganisational relationships and
likely to be skewed in favour of dominant actors (Ebrahim 2003: 200).
Ebrahim (2003: 200-203) combines all these findings in the accountability relationships view.
With regard to this view the organisational environment is divided into 3 groups: 1) funders, which
may include public agencies, foundations, individual donors; corporate sponsors, international
organisations and Northern NGOs (which support Southern NGOs) 2)sector regulators, which include
government agencies as well as self-regulatory groups that advocate codes of conduct for a
particular sector; and 3) clients and communities, such as project beneficiaries, users of services
(who may pay for those services), and community members who are not directly involved in a project
but are indirectly affected by it.
The accountability relationships view allows NGOs to serve as a principal and an agent within
each relationship. It only distinguishes that in some relationships NGOs are weaker due to the
mechanisms they have to hold the other party to account.
In the case of an NGOs relationship to funders, the mechanisms that funders have to hold an
NGO to account such as the power to decide on further funding, reporting and evaluation
requirements are much more powerful than the accountability mechanisms of an NGO towards their
funders. According to Ebrahim (2003), the NGO can only resort to two tactics: Exit by ending
cooperation (with the donor for example) and voice by expressing complaints and efforts to reform
funders. The latter option is only likely to occur when there are enough other sources of funding
available to NGOs or when it is a matter of a long standing relationship. Thus, while NGOs and
communities are asserted to be principals the ‘material reality’ of reports and evaluations (Ebrahim
2003: 202) proofs the reverse is true.
In the view of sector regulators, NGOs can be agents to the parties they have to account to
governments by ´laws and disclosures´ (202), donors by evaluation reports and to their sector
through ´voluntary codes of conduct´ (202) but can also be principals: ‘Organisations that lobby for
policy change act both as agents of the constituents whose voices they seek to represent and
principals making demands of elected representatives (202-203).
From the perspective of clients and communities Ebrahim (2003: 203) compares the relation
an NGO has with a donor and an NGOs relation towards its clients and sees many similarities. Even
though an NGO claims to help the clients, if the client disagrees they can only resort to either exit or
voice while the NGO can always threaten to withdraw their proceedings in case of noncooperation
(Ebrahim 2003). The only way to reverse this is if clients would have a stronger voice, such that
decision power lies in the hands of the actors (Ebrahim 2003).
In conclusion, accountability involves competition among principals. “One of the implications
for competing and multiple audience pulls is that different kinds of information and feedback are
needed for different audiences. Therefore accountability is necessarily contingent upon both the
demander and the context of the demand” (Lindenberg and Bryant 2001: 218 cited in Ebrahim 2003:
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203). Conceptualisation of NGO accountability differs per NGO type i.e. the orientation NGOs have
and consequently their principals and mechanisms of accountability (Ebrahim 2003: 204-207).
Actors model
In his explanation of NGO accountability Lloyd (2005) represents actor accountability
because in his opinion the traditional principal-agent view tends to focus on fundraising,
administration of how money is spent (Slim 2002 cited in Lloyd 2005) and ignores other actors such
as the beneficiaries. Instead of viewing it as an ‘end-stage activity’ (Lloyd 2005: 3) the actor
accountability approach argues it is an on-going process that goes into four different directions:
Upward to those that provide them with their financial and legal base such as donors, governments
and foundations (Edwards and Hulme 1996 cited in Lloyd 2005); Downward to their beneficiaries,
‘those that they provide service to or speak on behalf of in policy forums (ibid); Inward to
‘themselves their organisational mission, values and staff’; and finally horizontally to their ‘peers’:
organisations that work in the same sphere of action, towards a common goal or to organisations in
the same region.
Accountability that embraces all actors is sought to open up to those who are affected by the
NGOs activities and therefore give input resulting in effective, reasonable and fairer solutions to
problems.
What Lloyd stresses is that the ‘strength and clarity of these accountabilities are not clear as
they vary greatly in relation to the relative power an actor has over an NGO’ (2005). While upwardly
donors and governments have mechanisms to hold an NGO to account, the beneficiaries lack the
means to hold NGOs to account. Morally spoken an NGO needs to be accountable to their
beneficiaries since they claim to speak on their behalf. Same goes for accountability to an NGOs
values and mission which are based on these claims. However, a moral obligation leaves room for
choice and interpretation. It is not bound to common standards. Moreover accountability to peers is
unclear as a common standard for good practice remains undefined. In this respect Lloyd (2005)
argues that there is an upcoming trend for self regulation among NGOs.
Weltanschauung’s model
Kilby (2006) is particularly interested in downward accountability because of three reasons that
influence the willingness to account to their constituency: Firstly NGOs are ‘generally not required by
law or regulation to provide their constituency the necessary control for genuine accountability’
(Keohane 2002 and Mulgan 2003 cited in Kilby 2006: 952). Secondly, the “required” accountability to
f.e. governments and donors affects the ‘strength’ of the accountability relationship they can have
with their constituents (Edwards and Hulme 1996 cited in Kilby 2006: 951). Thirdly the broad value
base or ‘weltanschauung’ of an NGO can determine the approach they take to downward
accountability (Lissner 1997 cited in Kilby 1997). Besides, there is no clear defined path by which
NGOs can be held to account by that constituency whom NGOs claim to represent.
Kilby (2006) argues accountability mechanisms are particularly important for obtaining
empowerment of the intended beneficiaries and in this respect gives special attention to the NGOs
values that relate to their ‘weltanschauung’ (951). In this respect empowerment, as an attempt to
poverty alleviation and development, is connected to being downward accountable as it ‘determines
the degree of power between the NGO and its constituency’ (Kilby 2006: 953).
NGOs driving force are their values which are being described by Lissner as:
“...the basis on which agency [NGO] policy makers interpret trends and events. It emanates
from religious beliefs, historical traditions, prevailing social norms, personal experiences and
similar basic sources if human attitudes...[they] cannot be directly translated into concrete
action because of their degree of abstraction...yet they are still sufficiently clear for the policy
makers to take their bearings from them when deciding on the fundamental direction of
their agency”
(1977: 74 cited in Kilby 2006: 952)
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This reveals the difficulty of ‘weltanschauung’ values since they are internal and often hard to
understand for outsiders. They cannot be measured in contrast to some of the work by an NGO;
there is a general assumption that these values are held in common by most NGOs. More willingly,
through the level of abstraction accountability to values can only be measured through proxies that
reflect the NGOs values for example staff procedures, solidarity, gender equity, environmental
protection (since resource poor depend on the resources) and respect for human rights (Kilby 2006:
954).
Besides measuring accountability to values the author suggests formality and depth are ways
of measuring downward accountability. Depth of accountability refers to ‘the feedback arrangements
the NGO has to its constituency’ (Kilby 2006: 954). Some indicators may include ‘the degree to which
groups members had access to NGO management; what knowledge they had of the NGO; and what
topics were typically discussed at meetings; and who generally was speaking at these meetings (Kilby
2006: 954-955). It is acknowledged that measuring involves some level of judgement but that
comparisons can be made. Formality can be measured by looking at the frequency of the meetings;
openness of the formal agenda i.e. if views of the constituency can be formally aired, and the formal
response of the NGO –in minutes and the like. Size and values of an NGO may be a factor. Large
NGOs -due to their structure, visibility and more complex sets of accountabilities- ‘may be less
flexible in how they can respond to their constituency’ (Kilby 2006: 955).

I

n comparison. While the Three-way model (Najam 1996) sets a foundation explaining that the
world of NGO accountability can be divided into those of patrons, clients and themselves,
subsequent theories seem to follow that idea only using different wordings: funders, sector
regulators, clients and communities (Ebrahim 2003) or upward-, donwnward-, inwardaccountability (Lloyd 2005). Ebrahim (2003) departed from a broader perspective by looking at
accountability from different perspectives: Legal, economic and principal agent. Conclusions drawn
from these perspectives eventually lead to his own perspective of NGO accountability that sees
accountability as connected with power relations referred to as principals and agents. By looking at it
from this perspective one comes to realise that NGOs in relation to their donors are agents, while in
relation to their beneficiaries they are principals. In this respect the author does not look at the
rhetoric (what proves to be helpful to the beneficiaries) but at the physical demands (for example
quarterly reports) of accountability i.e. at ‘the presence and use of accountability mechanisms
(Ebrahim 2003: 201). For example: The rhetoric of NGOs is that they act according the needs of their
beneficiaries. In that respect NGOs are agents and their beneficiaries principals. Even when NGOs
have consulted their intended beneficiaries, they remain to have the supremacy to decide what is
going to be put in a project proposal. The proposal then is an NGOs mechanism to be accountable.
The Actors model (Lloyd2005) examines NGO accountability by the actors involved and adds
a fourth dimension: Accountability to peers, or an NGOs accountability to the sector. Furthermore
Loyd argues that accountability is an on-going process that should include all actors who are affected
by an NGOs activities as it is believed to make room for dialogue, which in turn contributes to
reciprocal learning and so, working more effectively. Similar to the relational model (Ebrahim 2003),
Lloyd also believes there is a lack of strength and clarity of actors accountability over NGOs. In
particular with respect to downward and inward accountability, NGOs mostly depend on moral
duties. There is a lack of guidelines to hold NGOs to account. Lloyd believes that self-regulation can
change this because by self-regulation several NGOs set quality standards to which they need to
comply. Participating NGOs can classify themselves by means of being part of the self-regulated
group of NGOs.
The Weltanschauungsmodel (Kilby 2006) is devoted to downward accountability associated
with empowerment. From this perspective NGOs support beneficiaries in realising their needs in
contrast to development organisations that are designed by NGOs that consider themselves to be
‘water conscious fish’ thus able to decide on behalf of their beneficiaries what is important to them.
Empowerment as such demands a shift of power from the NGO to their beneficiaries. Importantly
the way in which empowerment is achieved is determined by the ‘weltanschauung’ of the NGO
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which is similar to the NGOs accountability to themselves (Najam 1996) and inward accountability
(Lloyd 2005). According to Lloyd (2005) downward accountability, inward accountability and
horizontal accountabilities are related to moral obligations that leaves room for choice and
interpretation since there is no standard for good practice.
Eventually accountability of a local NGO can be visualised as followed:

Figure 2: An NGOs multiple accountabilities. Source: Author

From these theories it becomes evident that an NGO is dealing with multiple accountabilities since
they are entangled in several relations while performing different roles either by being a principal or
an agent. The following two paragraphs describe what NGO’s have to account for and what the
consequences are of these accountabilities in terms of sanctions.

2.1.2 For what: accountability aspects
Externally an NGO has to give account to several actors. Surprisingly little has been written on what
they have to give account. There are however several ideas. Ebrahim for example, based on several
definitions of accountability (2003) refers to an NGOs actions and connects this to the means by
which NGOs want to achieve internal accountability towards their mission, goals and performance. In
addition, Rubenstein (to be published) talks about standards which are agreed between the power
wielder (to the actor to whom account should be given) and accountability holder (in this case the
NGO). These standards can be rules, norms, outcomes or procedures. Furthermore, reading through
Najams’ (1996) explanation of NGO accountability, an NGO has to give account for different aspects
towards different actors. Towards the donor it mostly concerns finances and policies. According to
him these are related since the account of how money is spent reflects whether a donors policy is
taken in consideration. Lloyd (2005) agrees on this. Towards governments that give active support
(for example by certifying organisations) the NGO has an implicit responsibility to engage in certain
activities. In contrast to governments that support the NGO passively (by simply allowing space to
operate) the NGOs it is common not to engage in a certain activity. Furthermore Najam maintains
that accountability towards the intended beneficiaries includes being accountable towards their
needs and aspirations. Lloyd (2005) - similar to Ebrahim (2003)- connects downward accountability
with how an organisation applies their vision and mission, since it reflects the interests and needs of
the intended beneficiaries. Finally accountability to an NGO itself includes their mission, vision, the
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staff, its members or supporters, the coalition partners, the larger constituency and the NGO
community in general. Lloyd adds accountability to peers which concerns responsibility towards
common standards or accepted behaviour. Also, The One World Trust organisation has designed a
Civil Society Organisation (CSO) toolkit for accountability (OneWorld Trust 2010)3. By means of the
toolkit, CSOs can carry out an “accountability health check”. The four themes by which this check is
compromised represent for what the NGO has to give account: The first theme is called the
accountability basics and refers to identifying and prioritising the needs and interests of the actors
involved. Secondly, it includes how decisions are made at an organisational level and how policy and
strategy are formulated. Furthermore it embraces how projects and activities are developed and
managed. Finally, the fourth theme relates to how both human and financial capital are managed
and allocated.
The above is all summarised by Leat (1990: 143-144) who distinguishes four aspects of what an NGO
has to account for:
• Firstly fiscal accountability which relates to the appropriate use of money. In various
cases a donor organisation provides budget in a lump sum to a local organisation, with
only a project proposal and budget outline as their guidance. The local organisation has
to regularly develop monitoring reports throughout the project implementation and a
final evaluation at the end, in order to show fiscal accountability for the money that was
entrusted in their project.
• Secondly and in the same lines as fiscal accountability, the donor organisation also seeks
for programme accountability: If the planned programme has been completed
efficiently and effectively. This accountability is also given through the monitoring and
evaluation reports and especially shows whether the project is working optimally. In
some cases this may be more difficult to evaluate since projects are subject to local
circumstances. Programme accountability also is of interest to the beneficiaries. Chiefly a
project programme needs to meet their needs and desires. Consequently, if a project
takes long to render results then beneficiaries might lose interest and willingness to
participate in the project.
• Third, an organisation has to give account on the process concerning whether particular
project procedures or general organisational rules are followed. This can be influenced
both from the side of the implementing organisation as well as of the donor agency.
Donors often announce certain rules for a project, which in some cases can leave room
for interpretation (e.g. the project has to link to nature conservation) and in other cases
more strict. Also, the implementing agency will have its general organisational rules that
display their core values and accountability and thus make them a good candidate for
donor funding. Similar to this process accountability are the policies that Najam (1996)
and Lloyd (2005) refer to. As earlier explained this accountability aspect is also related to
financial accountability.
• The fourth has to do with accountability for priorities: If the service provided meets the
needs of the intended beneficiaries. Accountability for priorities is often already part of
the selection procedure. When the donor selects project proposals, one of their criteria
often involves linkage between the intended beneficiaries of the project and the services
that will be provided.

2.1.3 Consequences of accountability: Sanctions
Accountabilities are a consequence of dependencies. One party (A) delegates a responsibility to
another party (B). Therefore, A has the right to hold the executing party: B, to account. The actors to
3

One World Trust
http://www.oneworldtrust.org/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=83&Itemid=70 viewed
12.06.2010
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whom local organisation depend include: A donor, for financial means to cover the costs of executing
a project; National and local governments for allowing the NGO to execute a project. Moreover since
a project is generally serves beneficiaries as a project cannot succeed without their support.
The responsibilities that are delegated to the local organisation are agreed formally or
informally. A local organisation has a contract with a donor. Besides an organisation is often
registered under a national government body and therewith agrees to comply with national laws,
rules, regulations and policies. Regionally a local organisation has to comply with the regional rules
that are in place within municipalities concerned. Towards beneficiaries there is usually a more
informal agreement which relates often to informing and consulting (and incorporating comments).
Thus, a local organisation has to give account towards all the parties to whom it depends in order to
implement the project. As a result, failure to account for- or to comply to the aspects of
accountability (fiscal, process, programme or priorities), local organisations can face sanctions. Based
on Leat (1990) these can vary from harsh sanctions to soft sanctions. Harsh sanctions can lead to a
temporary or total project standstill and can include: ‘–loss and reduction of funding- dismissal or
disciplinary action; loss of elected office’ (Rochester 1995: 192). If a donor is not satisfied with the
activities they can stop funding for the next period. Beneficiaries can also choose to exit (Ebrahim
2003) the project in case they feel discontented. Local governments can cancel the project in case it
is conflicting with their rules and regulations. Furthermore an organisation can face soft sanctions
which are of explanatory nature. It is most likely that a donor, the local government (municipalities/
provinces) and the beneficiaries require to be regularly informed and consulted about the project
contents. This is done in various ways by project evaluation reports, meetings, demonstrations etc. In
relation to harsh sanctions, soft sanctions do not have consequences to the project other than
obliging the local organisation to incorporate the aspirations of the actors.

2.2 How do NGOs practice accountability?
From the above we have learnt that local organisations in development (NGOs CBOs and CSOs etc)
face multiple accountabilities. The most obvious and studied one is upward accountability towards
those actors that give local NGOs legal and financial means to operate. However as the above
theories illustrate there are more accountabilities organisations face. The earlier mentioned
researchers point out that organisations have a downward accountability and must be liable to the
people they claim to help or: the intended beneficiaries. According to them, organisations also face a
horizontal or inward accountability to their organisational identity since the organisations goals and
values (by which the identity is compromised) are based on meeting the needs of their intended
beneficiaries. Besides, since the organisation is part of the sector of development organisations one
could also argue the organisation has a horizontal accountability to their peers.
The directions the accountabilities take are a point of departure in explaining how local
organisations practice multiple accountabilities. For this purpose horizontal accountability to peers is
outside the scope of this research. Its connotations are too wide to explain in theory. Peers can range
from organisations that are proximately close (e.g. those that work in the same region) to worldwide
organisations and institutions (e.g. those that design international codes of conduct). Besides an
organisation can also be accountable to peers at a global scale by following the global development
discourse which nowadays is led by the Millennium Development Goals or MDGs (UN website 2010)4.
More willingly, theories related to the practices of upward- and downward- and inward
accountabilities are given.

2.2.1 Upward accountability
With respect to the accountabilities of (local) NGOs, much has been written about upward
accountability. Most of it concerns critique about the time consuming report writing which is argued

4

UN http://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/ viewed at 01.02.2009
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to be at the expense of being downward accountability (for example: Goddard and Assad 2006). Less
has been written about how local NGOs have to account to donors and governments (upward
actors). This is not surprising since methods to give account differs per actor as well as the
preferences of the specific actors involved. Besides it is subject to local and national rules and
regulations depending on where the local NGO is active. Distinctive of upward accountabilities is that
it is often connected with written communication.
As for a donor a common way for a local organisation to account for their activities already
starts off with writing a project proposal accompanied by a Logical Framework Approach (LFA) in
which organisations have to state their objectives and how they plan to achieve them. The proposal
is checked several times by the donor and then a contract is made up. Contracts can either be
complete or incomplete. When the end-product is dependent on the nature of the good or service
upon commencement, the parties could describe which good is delivered in which state (complete
contract). But if the number of states is very large it becomes too costly to describe every one of
them and so, parties write an incomplete contract (Hart and Moore 1999: 115). Beside an inability to
write a complete contract, Herold (2009) identifies trust as a reason for incomplete contracts. He
states trust to be an important factor for the functioning of economic and non- economic
relationships. Furthermore, according to him, complete contracts can erode trust. In turn he argues
an agent, disregarding beliefs about each other’s extent of trustworthiness, works harder for his
principal if he feels he is trusted.
Even though while having incomplete contracts the principal (in many cases this is the donor)
would like to monitor the process. Therefore throughout the further stages of the project,
organisations are usually required to write a report. This is a mean to monitor project proceedings
according to the planning as mentioned in the LFA. Decisions concerning further stages of funding
are then based on these documentations. In addition to reporting, donors might send a
representative to execute an external monitor report. A donor might also visit the project site by
itself or schedule regular meetings.
With respect to the local and national governments the way of accounting entirely depends
on where the project is based. Governments can call organisations to account when they violate
rules and regulations since they are justified by documentation (for example the civil code). NGOs are
mostly monitored by local governments due to their proximity. It is easier for local governments to
monitor projects since it is easier for them to visit the project site and make inquiries of the people
involved in the project to find out whether the project is beneficial to their area. Since local
governments also obey national rules and regulations organisations are also monitored whether they
obey them. Beside visits to the project site and talking to people involved in the project the
government can also call the organisation to account in a direct manner by holding meetings or ask
for documentation.
In International Development, the Logical Framework Approach (LFA) is a common tool for
planning, implementation and monitoring and evaluation (Örtengren 2004) . The logic behind the LFA
goes from narrow to broad. Such as that it runs from the means to the overall objective.
“Through the availability of the means, activities can be carried out; by the execution of
activities, results are achieved; the results will lead to the project purpose; and through the
project purpose, the intervention logic contributes to the overall objective”
Source: MDF 2009
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Results/Outputs

Activities

Means/Costs

Figure 4: Intervention logic behind the LF. Source: MDF 2009

In contrast to the logic behind the LFA, procedures to develop the LFA go from broad (the goal) to
narrow (the activities). It is best explained by the following sequence5 :
• If inputs are provided, then activities can be undertaken;
• If activities are undertaken, then outputs will be produced;
• If outputs are produced, then component objectives will be achieved;
• If component objectives are achieved, then the project purpose will be
• supported; and
• If the project purpose is supported, this should then contribute towards the
overall goal.

5

Retrieved from http://portals.wi.wur.nl/files/docs/ppme/ausguidelineslogical%20framework%20approach.pdf viewed at 14.06.2010
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The intervention logic represents the first column of the LFA. The second and third column of the
matrix present the corresponding indicators and their sources of information. The fourth column
presents important assumptions that are beyond the direct control of the project but that need to be
fulfilled for successful implementation. Establishing a LFA is only possible after thorough analysis of
problems, objectives and strategies.
The LFA matrix then looks as follows:
Overall
Objective

Objectively
verifiable
indicators

Sources of
verification

Project Purpose

Objectively
verifiable
indicators

Sources of
verification

Results

Objectively
verifiable
indicators

Sources of
verification

Assumptions

Activities

Means

Costs

Assumptions

Assumptions

Pre-conditions
Figure 5: Logical Framework Approach (LFA) matrix. Source: MDF 2009

2.2.2 Downward accountability
In order for a local organisation to be downward accountable they have to ensure that the needs are
met of the intended beneficiaries. A way to do so is to ensure participation of the ones affected by
the project. With respect downward accountability, participation is not so much about whether it
contributes to greater project effectiveness. Rather, participation in this sense is about empowering
beneficiaries to exert leverage over the project outcomes by giving them the means to sanction a
superior. An organisation that is accountable towards its beneficiaries is open to critique, lets them
monitor their actions and gives them room in the decision making process. Explained previously in
§2.1.1 under ‘weltanschauungs model’ Kilby (2006) measures the degree of participation by formality
and depth. Furthermore, by knowing what the intended beneficiaries need, the local organisation
implementing the project can adjust it to meet their needs. A project which is attuned to local needs
fosters commitment to the project (Finsterbush and van Wicklin 1987) and is therefore more likely
to be successful. Whether empowerment is achieved depends on how participation is implemented.
The following theorists distinguish the degrees in to which empowerment is attained ranging from
weak to strong participation, participation as a means and an end and the ladder of citizen
participation rising from merely informing beneficiaries to empowering them.
Michener (1998 Cited in Brett 2003: 5) distinguishes strong and weak participation. During weak
participation the intended beneficiaries are consulted or informed to improve project design and
management. In turn, strong participation involves:
“an educational and empowering process in which people, in partnership with each other
and those able to assist them, identify problems and needs, mobilise resources and assume
responsibility themselves to plan, manage, control and assess the individual and collective
actions that they themselves can decide upon” (Brett 2003: 5)
Both practices have their disadvantages in their implementation. Weak participation can produce
unproductive, ritualistic activities and disguise organisational inertia and indecision while strong
participation can raise unrealistic expectations (Brett 2003).
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Similar to strong and weak participation, Parfitt (2004) differentiates between participation
as a means and participation as an end. During participation as a means efficiency for short term,
quick and cheap results is set as the most important concern. Interventions are characterised by topdown interventions in which power relations remain largely untouched. Its benefits can be largely
captured by the more powerful of the community. Participation as an end gives more importance to
empowerment. A transformation in power takes place and beneficiaries are ‘liberated from a
clientelist relation’ (Parfitt 2004: 539). Parfitt argues NGOs should strike a balance between the two.
Many commentators including Chambers advocate the need for a new kind of development
the ‘learning organisation’ (cited in Parfitt 2004) : ‘Rather than looking for physical outputs, they (the
organisation) should focus on the process of assisting people to enhance their capacities to
undertake and participate in development’ (549). The learning organisation stimulates learning
mechanisms within their organisations such as self critique, discussions within and outside the
organisation, information sharing which move to downward accountability.
Arnstein (1969) also agrees that participation should involve redistribution of power because
otherwise it is an ‘empty and frustrating process for the powerless (216). He distinguishes eight types
in the ‘ladder of citizen participation’. ‘Manipulation’ is at the bottom of the ladder in which
powerholders “prove” that beneficiaries are involved in the programme while in reality no discussion
has taken place. The second rung ladder is ‘therapy’ where the participants are involved so the
powerholders can cure their “pathology” (218) or rather replace it by one that benefits the
powerholders. One step closer to empowerment is ‘informing’. Beneficiaries are informed about
their rights, responsibilities and options. However this mostly involves one-way communication with
no room for discussion. Fourth is ‘consultation’ in which two-way communication is established
however there is no guarantee that the input by the beneficiaries will be used by the powerholder.
During placation (the fifth rung), some beneficiaries are chosen as representatives in a committee. It
allows them to plan or advice even though the power remains with the powerholders. The sixth rung
mentions ‘partnership’. Beneficiaries and powerholders negotiate about planning and decision
making. ‘Delegated power’ is rung next-to-last. Beneficiaries hold a majority of ‘seats. Instead of
responding to pressure from the other end, powerholders have to start a bargaining process. In the
top ladder of ‘ citizen control’ the beneficiaries have control. On this top ladder beneficiaries take full
charge and outsiders have to ask permission when outsiders want to change something.
The above mentioned theorists are of the opinion that participation should be facilitated by in this case- the local organisation implementing the project. In contrast Rubenstein (in press)
suggests the beneficiaries can also take initiative. This approach acknowledges the problem of
participation when having unequal power relations by saying that “less powerful actors cannot hold
more powerful actors to account because they cannot sanction more powerful actors” (1). Therefore
Rubenstein and suggests ‘surrogate accountability’, a second best form of accountability.
Accountability holders (those to whom an obligation is owed) should look for a representative. This
representative can help during three phases of accountability. First and foremost they can help to set
standards to which the powerwielder can be held accountable. These standards can include rules,
norms, outcomes or procedures. In case the powerwielder fails to meet the standards it can be
sanctioned. A prerequisite for these standards is that they must be endorsed by the accountability
holders and recognised by the powerwielders. Secondly, after defining the standards, the
representative can help the accountability holders to gather information about the powerwielders
adherence to the standards. Finally the representative can sanction the powerwielder if it is deemed
necessary. Ideally representatives should deliberate and seek authorisation with the accountability
holders who can also sanction the representatives. A possible problem with surrogate accountability
is that accountability holders cannot always sanction their representatives. A donor for example can
act as a representatives for aid recipients by sanctioning NGOs on their (the aid recipients/ intended
beneficiaries) behalf in case they fail to meet accepted standards of aid provision. In turn, aid
recipients cannot sanction donors (Rubenstein forthcoming: 21). The more surrogates do what
accountability-holders would have done, the more they can provide at least some benefits that
standard accountability provides. Though, being a good surrogate does not involve getting
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accountability holders what they want but helping to ensure powerwielders comply with acceptable
standards (32). So, in addition to setting standards and gathering information, surrogates are better
at promoting fairness among accountability-holders and power wielders.
Criticism on participatory methods
Even though there is agreement over the gradations to which empowerment is achieved through
participation there is a lot of critiques on its practice.
In general there are critiques to whether participation really contributes to project
effectiveness. Finsterbush and Van Wicklin (1987 cited in Brett 2003), after a statistical study on this
topic, concluded participation was only modestly correlated with project effectiveness. In rich
countries participation proved to contribute significantly opposed to less prosperous countries. They
argue poor people lack the necessary skills to improve performance. Contrary, in a similar research
on participation and effectiveness, Chambers (1994 cited in Brett 2003) is of the opinion that
beneficiaries are better capable of understanding the social and political conditions and possess
technical knowledge thus can solve local problems. Maybe this contrast can be explained the
unfamiliarity of beneficiaries to this democratic type of work. Loizos and clayton (1997 cited in Brett
2003) for example, mention that participatory processes is rarely a response from locals but rather
western values that are being imposed upon by donors. Furthermore, researchers say that grouping
of the ones with power and those who do not have power is considered too simple. Arnstein (1969)
and Parfitt (2004) acknowledge that the groups are far more complex. This is supported by the
research of Nicholls (1998 cited in Brett 2003) among participatory projects of ActionAid and UNDP:
“this generalisation ignores the internal inequalities that manifest themselves in unaccountable
autocratic or corrupt leadership by group members known to be taking advantage of group
members” (13).
Finsterbush and Van Wicklin (1987) believe that beneficiaries who are organised, either
through the project or by themselves, have more influence. However, given the heterogeneity any
group is subject to dynamics which can influence its success i.e. degree of control over the project
outcomes. Cooke (cited in Parfitt 2004) feels dubious about joint powers and refers to four types of
group dysfunction. Among these are: Risky shift: Groups tend to make riskier decisions as an
individual would; The Abilene paradox: The group collectively decides on a course of action that -due
to a lack of communication- counters the preferences of individuals in the group and finally:
Groupthink, which occurs when a group, made up of members who may be competent and capable
of making good decisions, ends up, as a result of a flawed group process and strong conformity
pressures, making poor ones. Furthermore participation can be linked to the principal-agent
problem. Using existing patterns can reinforce uneven power relations rather than stimulate desired
change (Kolawole 1982 cited in Finsterbush and Van Wicklin 1987). Within a group of beneficiaries
these unparallel advantages are determined by local ties and knowledge do not put everybody in
power (Brett 2003). In relation to the principals these are determined to the access they have to
knowledge, resources (materials and finances) and the power to control them.
Bottom-line is that beneficiaries are mostly dependent on others (either local NGOs or a
'second best representative’) who give them the means to voice their desires. Depending on how
participation is applied it can empower people because it can also enforce unequal power relations.
On the one hand there are theorists who believe participation should be guaranteed by the local
organisations implementing the projects. On the other hand beneficiaries can join in with powerful
actors to represent their wishes. Either way, true participation demands an organisation and its
beneficiaries to be receptive to reciprocal learning and to convert that attitude into their ‘way of
work’.

2.2.3 Inward accountability
Methods found in various literature, which NGOs apply to practice multiple accountabilities are
clarified below. The figure below shows that these methods can be placed in an NGO continuum and
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exemplifies to what extent the strategies imply adaptation away from an NGOs own identity to other
identities.
Organisational identity as static component can be described as central, distinctive and
enduring (Albert and Whetten 1985), which comes into play when an organisation faces hard
decisions. Other identities, in this respect, are identities of other actors involved among which
governments, funders and beneficiaries. However, a change of organisational identity is not
necessarily negative. Maintaining a static identity would ignore the paradox concerning the
relationship
lationship of organisations to their environments which is best explained by the following quote:
“On the one hand, the creation and maintenance of an apparently enduring identity are
essential to long-term
term success (Albert & Whetten 1985 and Collins & Porras
Porras 1994). On the
other hand, organisations must possess the ability to adapt quickly to increasingly turbulent
environments as an essential condition for well-being
well being and even survival (Brown & Eisenhardt,
1997; D'Aveni, 1994; Eisenhardt, 1989; Gustafson & Reger, 1995)”.
Adapted from: Gioia et al. 2000
Organisational identity is far more complex. Among current research Young (2001)
acknowledges that organisations take up multiple identities or shift identity and struggle to resolve
them while Gioia et al. (2000) mentions organisations should strive for a balance between their
identity (how the organisation is perceived) and image (how people within the organisation think
outsiders picture the organisation). Either way, an organisation has to change and yet somehow stay
the same. Maintenance of consistency becomes the maintenance of dynamic consistency(Gioia et al
200: 79). The World Wildlife Fund (WWF) is a good example to elucidate this idea. First it began to
save the panda, then it started conserving its habitat. Nowadays it looks more to the reasons why its
environment is destroyed (social issues).
issues). It lets the buyers of tropic hardwood look for a sustainability
hallmark (for example FSC certified wood)
wood and it lets sellers become aware of alternative sources
sourc of
income. WWF did not change its goal but geared its approach towards different actors.
Methods mentioned on the left side of the continuum suggest the organisation is
concentrating too much on their selves. Methods that are placed in the middle strive for a balance
between remaining their own identity but are realistic in the fact that concessions have to be made
in order to gain support either financially, legally or carrying capacity (of the intended beneficiaries).
There are two methods that, depending
depending on the outcome, have a tendency to end either the right or
the left side. On the right of the continuum are strategies that submit their organisations own
identity to those of others.

Figure 3: NGO accountability continuum. Source: Author
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Finding donors with the same values
If a local NGO has a clear objective, for example nature conservation through tourism initiatives, it is
likely that the organisation is looking for a donor that has the same perspective on nature
conservation as they have. The local NGO might look for another international conservation NGO
with funds for the benefit of nature conservation. The local NGO is then not interested in receiving
funds from a donor that is mainly interested in gaining as much from tourism even if that means
depletion of natural resources because it is not in accordance to their own organisational values.
Instead they remain loyal to what they stand for and are looking for a donor which is also interested
in conserving nature.
Exit in case of unreasonable demands
Keeping organisational values high can also mean ending a relationship, thus -as mentioned earlier‘exit’ (Ebrahim 2003) a relationship. In the former example of an organisation that uses tourism as a
mechanism to conserve nature the organisation will probably not consent tacitly and continue to
accept funds from their government who wants to clear cut a whole forest elsewhere. They might
take on the drastic measure to exit the relationship as a gesture to show that they do not deviate
from what they represent.
Set rules for cooperation
Some organisations have set rules under which criteria it remains acceptable to cooperate. An
example of this are the guidelines endorsed by ICVA’s Board in 1985 (Heijden, van der 1987) that
state under what conditions government funds can be accepted. This protects organisations from
going beyond their limits. They can also lay the rules down in writing so that NGOs have something to
fall back to and thus that they do not adopt a dependent attitude. Rules for cooperation can be
individually designed by each organisation even though it can also be part of regulation of NGOs in
the same sphere of action (described in the next paragraph). However NGO self regulation is more
focussed on the quality standards of NGOs (such as that some groups of NGOs all comply to the red
list of endangered species list of IUCN-NL or that all NGOs make sure they empower the intended
beneficiaries).
The rules for cooperation can also be seen in relation to the intended beneficiaries as
organisations can choose merely to cooperate with beneficiaries that suit the organisation. Or in
other words organisations choose to work with some beneficiaries that are likely to be successful and
leave others out of consideration. A reason for doing so is the pressure they experience of donors to
achieve success and so maintaining their own organisational standards.
NGO self regulation
With respect to self regulation, NGOs set standards for themselves and by doing so ensure a certain
quality to their partners (either upward or downward). The trend for these self regulatory methods
came into being as a consequence of the growth of the sector that was acknowledged by an increase
in responsibilities, power and influence.
For some countries the growth of the sector has exceeded their regulatory capacity. To
counter fraudulent NGOs who have no legitimate purpose for obtaining foreign funding
(Constantino-David 1992 cited in Lloyd 2005: 6) the need to proof legitimacy -particularly to donorsis high. But also in countries where governments are able to regulate the sector effectively, NGOs are
setting their own standards ensuring a higher quality since characteristics like organisational
integrity, good governance, accountability and transparency (Irish and Simon 2000, cited in Lloyd
2005: 6) cannot be promoted by governmental laws. In addition, self regulation is emerging as a
mechanism for safeguarding their ‘existence, relationships and image’ (Fowler 2000 cited in Heap
2001 cited in Lloyd 2005: 6) as critique can easily damage public trust and confidence and bring an
NGOs reputation into jeopardy.
Standards can also come into being to increase downward accountability. In doing so, first a
start has to be made in defining what downward accountability is and ‘what mechanisms need to be
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in place to bring it about’ (Lloyd 2005: 10). Awareness of these standards among actors then, is the
second step ensuring that the set rules can be enforced by the actors.
Moreover NGO-self regulation can be beneficial to the NGO sector as a whole. If collectively
agreed, the self-regulatory systems can form standards to which NGOs can hold each other to
account and certifying practices.
Bringing actors together
Mawdsley et al. (2005) believe that ‘increasing the number and quality of face to face visits can
enhance the effectiveness between Northern and Southern NGOs fostering more open dialogue
between partners. It creates more understanding of each other’s contexts through which
expectations can be tailored. Not surprisingly, for this approach to be successful visits of Northern
NGOs should focus on the beneficiaries, fieldworkers and NGO leaders. Also as relationships are built
over time this strategy is dependent on the continuity of staff.
Generally, a lot is communicated on paper and reasons to abandon field visits (to the project
site) are time and money implications. But in fact, by conducting field visits things are being gained
that offset time and money implications. For example trust that is built through face to face contact
which can overcome feelings of intrusiveness. Moreover an increased understanding of the context is
reached as not all things become apparent on paper, reducing the paperwork.
Some problems remain to exist such as showcasing the best achievements and being biased
by NGO leaders in case of inability of the Northern NGO to speak the host language. Also
transparency through for example airing complaints using the earlier mentioned ‘voice’ (Ebrahim
2003) cannot be guaranteed since people can still have trouble expressing themselves. Before the
voice even is expressed assessments are made like the length of the relation (and therewith assumed
trust) as well as the extent of dependency on that relationship. In other words: If an organisation is
has a new established relation or strongly depends on one donor it is less likely to air
dissatisfactions.
The arrows in NGO accountability continuum go both ways. In first instance face to face contact
intends to reciprocal learning and thus a balanced understanding. But if there is no dialogue created
(e.g. when participants are not frank) after having had face to face contact, then the parties involved
can remain to have divergent goals. In that case there is no balance. Thus, one could argue face-toface contact does not replace documentation and quantitative indicators but rather that visits can be
complementary.
Creative reporting
It is common for donors to set requirements that have to be met by NGOs in order to be eligible for
granting. These requirements, or some of them, are diverted of the international development
discourse which might not fit into local realities. For example the requirement of having to take into
account gender issues in an area where women have a low social status and where decisions are
made by a village chief.
In addition the procedure by which funds are obtained and future finances are guaranteed (it
is common for funds to be provided in steps) involves a lot of paperwork. First, a proposal has to be
written in which is explained for what purpose finances are required and the capabilities of the
organisation to put this in the right lines, most often a funding request is accompanied by a so-called
Logical Framework i.e. LFA and an indicator table. The LFA is a matrix in which a project is set out into
goals, objectives, activities and expected results. In the indicator table is defined how results and
objectives are measured and the means to verify this (means of verification). This way the progress
over time can be tracked in following monitor reports. This seems a plausible method but can
generate practical problems such as demand to report in a foreign language and the time burden.
Moreover, community work is based on trust over time that cannot be framed in a straightjacket can
make NGOs resort to creative reporting. Making successes more evident and leaving out or
diminishing failures to achieve the proposed goal.
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Instead of having a ‘fit’ (Korten 1992, cited in Harris 2008: 709-710) which functions as glue
between the different contexts, practitioners play a transformative role ‘mediate between funder
and community by interpreting translating and shaping development flows in order to achieve a
compromise between divergent goals´ (Harris 2008: 710). This makes it seem as if there is a fit,
meanwhile practitioners can strive for their own goals.
However the contents of the report remain subject to the reader who might not notice gaps
in results. Therefore this can, like bringing actors together, end up at the left or the right side of the
continuum.
Choosing side in favour of one of the actors
When looking at strategies that sway the NGO to the side of a particular actor, one can come to
question what the motivation of the NGOs existence is. Is it merely to exist: Constantly chasing after
money to finance their projects? Did the ideas for projects emerge from a need or from the
availability of funding? On the other hand: an organisation can also be very keen on only serving their
beneficiaries.
An NGO may reverse the patron (donors)- client (beneficiaries) relationship (Najam 1996). Then, the
communities in which the NGO operate are in fact the patrons and that the donors are clients.
Critical for an NGO is to question its motivation:
“In case an NGO claims to ‘help’ the poor then indeed they will remain the clients and the
donors will remain the patrons. If the NGOs motivation is to fulfil the obligations to the
community, a new paradigm of relationships may need to be put in place: one that does not
define development co-operation as a service being provided by the rich to the poor but
defines it as a service being provided by the poor to the rich”
(Najam 1996: 347)

C

onclusively. Whereas upward accountability has a rather formal character in which the
organisation gives account by written communication. Giving account to the intended
beneficiaries (downward accountability) is more focussed on the practice of participation as a
vehicle to empower them. Albeit organisations claim to help their intended beneficiaries, they
are still dependent on legal and financial means. Inward accountability towards an organisations
identity is therefore more an outcome of on how organisations apply upward and downward
accountability.
This chapter legitimates the approach taken in chapter 4 which describes what accountability means
in practice and how it is realised by the local organisation. There are four dimensions: First, the
directions which became evident from the theories of Najam (1996), Ebrahim (2003) and Lloyd
(2005); Second, for what account should be given (fiscal, process, programme, priorities); Third, the
sanctions that may follow and; Fourth, how accountability is given (aso mentioned in the above
paragraph).
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3. Accountability to this research
(methodology)

T

o be accountable applies not only to local organisations and the parties involved in their
project but also towards the reliability of this research. This chapter explains these
assessments made throughout the different stages in the research process and finally
elucidates the limitations which impede this research.

3.1 Research procedure/ Approach
Nature of the research
This research can be classified as a case study. In general a case study can be applied to various
research questions answering ‘why’ and ‘how’ questions. In this case it answers a ‘how’ question. No
prepositions were set prior to the research, rather “the topic is subject of ‘exploration’” (Yin 1984:
30). Beside the case study being explorative it is also based on a single case: a project within Castaña,
an Ecuadorian local organization aimed at nature conservation. Generalisations of results apply to
theories and not to populations (Yin 1984). A case study has the advantage of going into depth, the
consequential disadvantage is that results can only be generalised to a certain extent. This case study
is expected to have a higher degree of theoretical contribution rather than merely a contribution to
the actors involved of the analysed case itself. The method used is qualitative and data used include
documents, interviews and participant observations. A reason for using various data sources is
triangulation: convergent findings from different sources increases validity (Yin: 1994).
Central to this research are local organisations. In this thesis they are referred to as either
‘local organisations or ‘local Non Governmental organisations (NGOs). These organisations exclude
governmental representatives from membership. Albeit not having governmental members they may
receive funding from governments as well as private donations, international organisations or a
combination of these. In addition, they are: Primarily made up of national employees; chiefly
operating at a local or regional level within the country in which they are based and; have no office
outside that country.
In the explanation of this research the term ‘actor’ is used and preferred over the term
‘stakeholder’. According to the compact Oxford dictionary a stakeholder has an interest or concern in
something. He has something at stake contrary to the description of an actor who is merely
described as a participant in an action or process. This is similar to Freemans (1984 cited in Ramírez)
description of a stakeholder: “any group or individual who can affect, or is affected by the
achievement of a corporation’s purpose”. In natural resource management Röling and Wagemakers
(1998 cited in Ramírez) describe stakeholders as resource users (those who use natural resources to
sustain their livelihood) and managers (those who control the natural resources and the access of the
users towards those resources). Herewith I mark the thin line of accountabilities because even all
actors mentioned are involved it does not necessarily mean they have the resources to influence the
process or to hold the other party to account.

3.2 Approach
Within this research three stages can be distinguished: desk research, field research and analysis. The
distinction between these phases are chronological.
Desk research
Prior to the research, specialist non-scientific journals were consulted (Vice Versa, Onze Wereld, The
Broker, Internationale Samenwerking) to get a grasp of the current concerns in the field of
international development. Afterwards various sources of academic literature were consulted of
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which journals were proven to be most helpful. Theories on accountability in the field of
international development were looked up as well as earlier research on accountabilities of local
organisations. Even though both (particularly the latter) appeared not to exist in abundance, they
have provided enough information and inspiration to built the theoretical framework which is the
point of departure for conducting field research.
Field research
Ecuador is chosen as the location for this stage of the research based on practical considerations
concerned with the characteristics of the country such as infrastructure and language as well as
contacts available and personal preferences of the researcher.
After arriving in Ecuador the researcher took two weeks of Spanish classes and lived with an
Ecuadorian for 3 weeks to brush up her Spanish knowledge. The ability of conversing in Spanish was
minimal at upon commencement of the research but quickly improved.
Several contacts of the Food and Agricultural Organisation (FAO) headquarters of the United
Nations and the FAO coordinator of South America eventually lead to a contact of the Ecuadorian
‘Ministerio del Ambiente’ (Ecuadorian ministry of environment) through which contact was made
with local organisations. Validation for this approach was that local organisations would likely show
more willingness to someone who is introduced by someone they know instead of somebody asking
them a favour ‘out of the blue’. Personal meetings were scheduled with organisations, who were
possibly eligible for this research, in person.
Due to the nature of the contacts as well as personal preference of the researcher, the
organisation involved in this research has a focus on nature conservation and has local people
participating in their efforts. Spanish was the common language of everyone involved in the research
and so all formal and informal consultations were in Spanish. Besides verbal communication, all
documentation related to the project was in Spanish and extracts are translated for the purpose of
this research. Even though written English is understood by the majority of staff, a Spanish summary
is added to this thesis including the most important findings and recommendations.
The researcher spent one month at the organisation central to this research. Half of the time
was spent at the project site where the project was implemented, the other half was spent at the
office of the organisation where –among which- the project manager, the financial controller and
director of the organisation were based. One month was expected to be sufficient to built up trust
prior to making enquiries since the major part of the analysis was based on informal conversations
and -more formally- the interviews.
Within the organisation at least three people were consulted in terms of semi-structured
interviews: The project manager, the financial controller –responsible for obtaining funding- and the
operational manager –responsible for and working at the project site with the intended
beneficiaries-. Interviews with these persons need to cover information on the four key aspects as
mentioned in the end of the theoretical framework (chapter two of this research): Accountability to
who, for what, the consequences and how. An increase of the number of interviews are
contributively: Interviewing several people involved in the project is a way to cross check information
which is considered necessary since most informants have their own biases and perspectives (Pratt
and Loizos 2003: 38) Besides there is a tendency for certain people to become ‘professional
informants, people who make a speciality out of talking authoritatively to outsiders (Pratt and Loizos
2003: 39). The interviews were recorded digitally so these could be analysed in detail afterwards.
During the interviews baseline information about the participant was an introductory for
further inquiry in which a new interactive method (Annex I: Venn interview method), designed by the
author of this thesis was used. The map helps out finding out which accountabilities the organisation
faces and is a point of departure for the interview. In addition a topic list was composed and used as
a checklist during the interviews to make sure all the informants are asked the same questions.
Information gained is handled with high discretion: informants are kept anonymously.
Different names will be used in the presentation of the results. Moreover no information is made
public before the participating organisations have had a chance of reading it and correcting possible
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factual inaccuracies before publication of the results. The fact that the researcher is independent and
that the information gained is solely for the purpose of completing a thesis research is stressed
throughout consultations in the field.
Beside making inquiries while spending time at the organisations office and at the project
site where the project was executed a range of documents were collected. In particular documents
such as the project proposal, terms of reference, the evaluation reports that were sent to the donor
and presentations that were given to the platforms were helpful in disentangling the ‘what and how’
of accountabilities. While in the field these documents have been read in a glance to have a better
understanding of the project which enabled to ask in depth questions during the individual
interviews.
Analysis
Upon return from the field the collected data was processed among which: the project proposal, the
contract, terms of references, e-mail contact with several actors, presentations that were given to
platforms, quarterly reports that were made for the donors, observations from project visits, minutes
of meetings joined and recordings of the interviews.
The information gathered in the field served different purposes. In making up the list of key
actors the maps made during the individual staff members of the organisations were a source of
information. The researcher chose to make up a list based on the interviews instead of drawing up a
list of actors based upon the actors mentioned in the documents because it would be more sure that
the actors actually played a role. With respect to the documents, official documents such as the
contract, proposal and terms of reference turned out to be useful. From the contract much of the
agreements between the donor and the local organisation could be found. The proposal turned out
to be a useful source in order to find out the degree of involvement of other parties involved. The
quarterly reports as a whole were useful in getting insight into how other parties (other than the
donor) were represented and what information was shared with the donor. The terms of reference
revealed the requirements with respect to the contents of the project proposal. The other
information was more supportive to the ideas already established from the earlier mentioned
documents and not so much of intrinsic value.
The interviews as well as informal conversations were a cross check of how the information
gained from the documents relates to practice. However this was not to the extent to see whether
the proposed stroke with reality but more to the extent to fill in the missing links of information.

3.3 Limitations to this research
As with every research, also this research is hampered by a number of limitations.
Case study
As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter: This research is a single case study research. A known
limitation for case studies are that the results can only be generated to a certain extent. The
anticipated results are expected to more beneficial to contribute to the research as than towards the
participating organisation.
Time
Time often is a restriction for researchers as well as with this research. This research deals with
sensitive information it is sought that if the researcher really had a chance of becoming part of the
organisation and being involved in the project implementation herself that much more information
could have been gathered. Over time, it is assumed, the researcher would be more trusted as a team
member and not as an outsider. Time is thought to overcome the ‘a culture of silence’ to use Freire’s
term: A passive resistance to outside intervention which can easily manifest itself in a lack of cooperation with researchers (Pratt and Loizos 3003: 88).
Furthermore, if there was more time the complete picture of accountability within a project
could be chalked out using more perspectives. In that case, this research would also include the
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accountability views of such the donors, government, and the beneficiaries. All actors involved face
accountabilities since none of them are independent. Their interdependency would be more clear
and would lay out.
Social desirable answers
This research had the danger of coming across as a check-up, to see whether the local organization
does what it has promised towards different actors, possible leading to social desirable answers. That
is why in explaining the research different wording was used. Instead of saying that this research
takes a look at how a local organization deals with multiple accountabilities the researcher told the
local organizations that this was a stakeholder research with a focus on communication. This was
helpful because the term stakeholder analysis is quite common and thus it made sense that I was
asking information about different actors. On the other hand there was more responsibility on the
side of the researcher with respect to making sure all necessary information was gained.
Lack of prior research
There is an abundance of literature written on accountability in general as well as in the field
of international development. However the lack of prior research on how local organisations deal
with multiple accountabilities was to an extent a limitation to this research because there was no
prior research towards the researcher could emulate its approach. In the end this has also become
the strength of this research as it can serve to be a stepping stone for future research.
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4. Accountability in practice

I

n this chapter, the practice of accountability is analysed by means of a case study. Prior to the
analysis a general explanation of the organisation as well as the project are given. Similar to the
theoretical chapter, this chapter is also divided in what the accountabilities are of the organisation
central to this research and how the organisation practices accountability.
In elucidating what the accountabilities are, a grid gives a quick overview of the
accountabilities the organisation faces within the project. The separate columns are further
explained in the following paragraphs. Clarifying how the local organisation gives account, the ‘paths
are visualised and explained one by one. The organisation gives account to individual groups of
actors and also gives account collectively through a platform in which different actors take part.

4.1 Background information
In explaining and analysing the project, pseudonyms are used to guarantee anonymity. For the
purpose of readability the pseudonyms for the organisations involved are ´Bosque´ (forest), ´Árbol´
(tree) and ´Castaña´ (chestnut). These names are symbolic to the size of the organisation and their
proximity to the intended beneficiaries. The project central to this case study is called: ‘Naturaleza’
(nature).

The local organisation: ´Castaña´
´Castaña´ is the organisation central to this research. It is a non-profit organisation, established in
2003 and registered under the Ecuadorian Ministry of Environment. Prior to becoming an NGO,
´Castaña´ was a research project of the University of Amsterdam. The project included environmental
issues, forestry, carbon sequestration and socio-economic aspects of moorlands, forests and Andean
rain forests of Ecuador. Knowledge and experience accumulated during these projects have been
influential to the current technical and methodological way of work.
“´Castaña´s spheres of action are: Investigation, management and conservation of fragile
ecosystems (particularly of moorlands, Andean forests and rainforests).
The institutional mission of ´Castaña´ is to support conservation of tropical ecosystems and
sustainable management of natural resources through ecological studies, restoration & afforestation
and to give training and technical advice to social-, public- and private organizations. To design,
manage and implement projects that promote generation of both knowledge and experience for the
sustainable management of fragile ecosystems of Ecuador (source: website of the organisation).

The project: ‘Naturaleza’ (water management and soil recuperation)
The project central to this research is part of an umbrella project called ‘Naturaleza’
(visualised in Annex II) funded by ´Bosque´, a Swiss NGO. Beside Ecuador, the umbrella project also
takes place in Peru and Bolivia. Assumingly, to overcome the distance, ´Bosque´ has appointed
´Árbol´ (a big Ecuadorian NGO) to coordinate national the programme within Ecuador. ´Árbol´ has
taken on ´Castaña´ for the execution of a regional programme and has assigned Alberto to supervise
the project.
The duration of the project is 3 years starting the 1st of November 2006, ending the 31st of
October 2009. The project is aimed at soil recuperation and water management in five different
communities belonging to ‘2nd Degree Organisation A’ and ‘2nd Degree Organisation B’. The direct
beneficiaries are the participating families. The region is a national park and its inhabitants main
economic activities are agriculture and livestock which are causing strong impacts on the moorland.
The problems this project would like to address are:
• Weakness of technical and operational capacity of central institutions responsible for
supervision and environmental control.
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•

Transformation of natural landscapes and ecosystems in particular forest and moorland which
make place for new areas of agriculture.
• Water contamination by inadequate management of livestock.
• Reduction of soil fertility and soil erosion caused by inappropriate farming practices:
monoculture, crops on steep slopes, contamination of soil and water and indiscriminate use of
pesticides.
This is done by promoting conservation and sustainable management of soil and water resources
with an agro-ecological focus on revaluation of local management and technologies. More
specifically, as mentioned in the project proposal, the project objectives are:
• To raise awareness and capacitate local people to revaluate and conserve biocultural systems,
with an emphasis on resource management including soil and water resources through training
and community reflection.
• In situ conservation of local agro-ecosystems and local agro-biodiversity through the
establishment of agro-ecological systems for sustainable use of soil, water resources and
moorland.
• Promote the rescue of local knowledge, the developed experiences and positive project results
through reflection, systematisation, and elaboration of policy proposals from the bottom-up
that encourage sustainable use and conservation of the moorlands.
As mentioned earlier in the methodology, this research was conducted during the round off phase.
The researcher has spent one month at ´Castaña´ of which three weeks at the office and one week at
the project site. This chapter now continues how accountability manifests within ´Castaña´ in this
particular project.

4.2 What are the accountabilities which ‘Castaña’ faces?
Below a further elucidates the accountabilities which ´Castaña´ faces within the project central to this
research. The grid is a point of departure for the paragraphs thereafter which are explaining the
single columns.
Explanation of the grid
The grid below demonstrates what the accountabilities of ´Castaña´, within the project (central to
this research), are. Various sources of information were used including project documents,
participant observation and -most importantly- individual interviews with employees of the
organisation that were involved in the execution of the project.
Vertically, the actors are mentioned. The list of actors is based upon the interviews during
which the respondents, different employees within the organisation and who played a role in the
project central to this research, were asked to map the actors involved (explanation of the mapping
process in annex I).
Horizontally the different columns represent variables of accountability that relate to earlier
utterances mentioned in the theoretical part of this research (chapter 2). The first column states the
different directions accountabilities can take which are based on weaving together accountability
perspectives of various aforementioned (chapter 2) theorists. For readability the wordings of Lloyd
(2005) are used. The directions that accountabilities can take are upward-: towards those that an
organisation legally and financially depends on , inward-; towards an organisations identity and
mandate; downward accountabilities towards the intended beneficiaries of a project and horizontal
accountability of an NGO towards the sector (peers). The second column classifies the different
aspects for which an organisation is held to account. Among which these are financial accountability,
process accountability, programme accountability and accountability for priorities. Correspondingly
meaning accounting for appropriate use of money, correct follow up of project procedures or general
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organizational rules, the extent of efficiently and effectively by which the planned programme has
been executed and finally if the service provided meets the needs of the intended beneficiaries.
Furthermore the sanctions are indicated in the third column. These are set out in soft sanctions in
which an organisation has to explain what, how and why they are executing their activities and harsh
sanctions that are more of the nature of partial or full withdrawal (of participation, funding or legal
assistance).
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Actor
´Bosque´
Projects that are part of ‘Naturaleza’
Projects that are executed in the same region
´Árbol´ (Donor)

Direction
Upward
Horizontal
Horizontal
Upward

Ecuadorian Ministry of Environment
National tax office
The municipality
The reserve (basin/ moorlands)
National Research institute in region
The parish
Platform
2nd Degree Organisation A
2nd Degree Organisation B
1st degree organisations
Direct beneficiaries: participating families
Indirect beneficiaries: families of the 5
communities

Upward
Upward
Upward
Upward
Upward
Upward
Horizontal
Downward
Downward
Downward
Downward
Downward

Accountability for what?
Fiscal & Programme
Process
Process & Programme
Fiscal & Process &
Programme
Process
Process
Priorities
Process
Process
Priorities
Programme & Process
Priorities
Priorities
Priorities
Priorities & Programme
Priorities

Sanctions
Hard sanctions
Soft sanctions
Soft sanctions
Hard &soft sanctions
Hard & soft sanctions
Hard sanctions
Soft & harsh sanctions
Soft sanctions
Soft sanctions
Soft & harsh sanctions
Hard & soft sanctions
Soft sanctions
Soft sanctions
Soft sanctions
Hard & Soft sanctions
Soft Sanctions

Box 1:Accountabilities of ‘Castaña’. Source: Author
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4.2.1 To whom does ‘Castaña’ have to give account? (Directions)
Upward
As mentioned earlier in the project background and as visualised by Annex II, the project is financed
by the Swiss organization ´Bosque´ they channel their finances through a big Ecuadorian
organization: ´Árbol´, who also coordinates all projects which are part of the same umbrella project
of ‘Naturaleza’, which promotes sustainable management of biodiversity in unprotected zones
running through whole Ecuador as well as Bolivia and Peru.
´Castaña´ ‘obtained’ this project through the official way: ´Castaña´ responded to a request
of ´Árbol´ (on behalf of ´Bosque´) by means of a letter of interest. In this letter, ´Castaña´ introduced
their operational capacity by giving examples of previous similar projects. In addition a short
proposal was given which exemplifies the way ´Castaña´ would like to address the project. ´Castaña´,
along with some other organizations, were chosen to write a full proposal. Eventually out of all the
proposals ´Castaña´ was elected to execute the project.
´Árbol´ has appointed a project supervisor: Alberto. Together with him, ´Castaña´ makes
decisions on project level. Most issues concern changes in planning or expenditures (interview
Frances and Macarena) and are discussed with the project manager (Kelvin). Within ´Árbol´ Alberto
has to report to Adriana, the national programme coordinator of ‘Naturaleza’ in Ecuador. If she is
satisfied about the proceedings of the project she gives the financial employee of ´Árbol´, Susana
authorisation to send the money for the next period to ´Castaña´.
Other actors to which ´Castaña´ has an upward accountability are the local and national government.
The political system in Ecuador runs from parishes, municipalities, provinces and finally the national
government.
Nationally the most important law is the Constitution of the Republic of Ecuador (1998). Like
any institution, ´Castaña´ has to report its incomes to the tax office (in Ecuador it is called Servicios
de Rentas Internas; S.R.I). Since the project site is inhabited by indigenous peoples ´Castaña´ should
also comply to policies that promote the recognition and guarantee the rights of indigenous peoples.
Environmental management in Ecuador is provided by the Ministry of Environment (in Spanish: MAE
Ministerio del Ambiente del Ecuador)to whom ´Castaña´ also has to give account. The responsibilities
of MAE include land use planning, approval of plans and projects for national environmental
management, proposition of standards for environmental management, assessment of
environmental impacts, promotion of community participation in policy formulation for
environmental protection and sound management of natural resources (source: proposal). ´Castaña´
is registered under the Ministry of Environment. The most important national environmental law is
the law of forestry and conservation of natural areas and wildlife. Specifically policies related to
ecosystem- and moorland management. In addition there are a dozen of laws to which ´Castaña´ has
to comply, the most applicable ones are specified in the project proposal (source: proposal). The
responsibilities are decentralised to environmental departments within local governments
(municipalities). In this case ´Castaña´ officially has to account to The province but does more so to
the municipality. The municipality accommodates the sub-department of the Ministry of
environment and coordinates a national research institute: INIAP ( Instituto Nacional de
Investigaciones Agropecuarias) which also is based in the project site. ´Castaña´ coordinates
researches with them but have not formal agreement. Furthermore ´Castaña´ has to account to the
parish to which all communities belong.
Downward
The direct intended beneficiaries of this project are the participating indigenous families. In Ecuador,
indigenous are well organised through an indigenous system. At the lowest rank are the 1st Degree
Organisations which operate at village level, the 2nd Degree Organisations represent a few
communities, at provincial level there are 3rd Degree Organisations and at a national level the 4th
Degree Organisations. This system was an initiative of CONAIE: The Confederation of Indigenous
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Nationalities of Ecuador ( in Spanish: La Confederación de Nacionalidades Indíginas del Ecuador).
CONAIE6 was founded in respond to a long time suppression of the indigenous and now promotes
their political rights. The indigenous system is a mechanism to organise the indigenous in a similar
way as the political system but do not have a political status. Villages are represented by 1st Degree
Organisations, 2nd Degree Organisations represent a few communities, at provincial level there are
3rd Degree Organisations and the 4th Degree Organisations represent the indigenous at a National
level. CONAIE founded a political party: Pachakutik7 at present holding 4 of 117 chairs in the
Ecuadorian parliament.
The intended beneficiaries are participating families from 5 different communities. With
respect to the indigenous system, these communities are represented by several 1st degree
organisations (in Spanish OBS Organisaciones de Base) and ‘2nd Degree Organisation A’ and ‘2nd
Degree Organisation B’ of which the first is the biggest in the region that represents 16 of the 20
communities (source: proposal).
The municipality and possibly the province can also be seen as beneficiaries. In the end of the project
Castaña intends to offer two policy proposals for the conservation of the moorlands in the basin
area. Since the moorlands are present in the whole province these policy proposals can also be useful
for other regions in the province. Moreover the perceived problems in the region are that people
migrate in search for other areas to cultivate since the ground which they cultivated lost its fertility.
The problem then is transferred to other areas since people replicate the poor cultivation practices.
Socially this results in villages becoming ghost towns with a high degree of greying. The policy
proposals intend to give impulse to a improved regulation for the sake of conservation of the
moorlands. Beside the policy proposals, water boards are trained on how to conserve important
water sources.
Inward
Different than upward and downward accountability, the explanation of what inward accountability
focuses on what happens within the organisation. An organisation can make sure it is inward
accountable when its employees have a mechanism of monitoring each others’ work. Within
´Castaña´ this is done throughout the various stages of a project.
Whether ´Castaña´ tenders on a project is decided in consultation with all employees who
are possibly are going to be involved in the project execution (interview Vincent). After that, the
subsequent communication include: The Letter of Interest, the proposal, quarterly reports and the
evaluation report.
There are four employees involved in the execution of this project. The principal role is
fulfilled by the project manager who is mainly in charge of all the communications. All
communications (inside- and outside ´Castaña´) go via him. He also appointed the field executive, the
two second most important person who is working at the project site. The field executive coordinates
all activities in the field and reports proceedings and possible changes to the project manager.
Furthermore she reports material costs to the financial administrator. Often seen ‘as the odd man
out’ the financial administrator has a crucial role in preparing the project estimate (which
accompanies the project proposal). Throughout the project she monitors whether expenditures do
not exceed the estimate. Furthermore the administrator needs to make sure that the ´Castaña´s
operational costs are covered through the ‘income’ gained through various projects.
The fourth person is the managing director who has a more regulative function. He is
responsible for obtaining projects and confirming agreements. Throughout the project he monitors
the quality particularly by checking the letter of interest, the proposal and the evaluation report. To a
6

CONAIE http://www.conaie.org/ viewed at 28.04.2010

7

Pachakutik http://www.pachakutik.org.ec viewed at 28.04.2010
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lesser degree he checks the quarterly reports because, besides being too busy, he attaches great
value to trusting his employees (source interview Vincent). More likely he often makes informal
enquiries (during lunch breaks for example) to know how the project is doing and what possible
difficulties are.
Horizontal
It is impossible to mention all the horizontal accountabilities because in a broad sense the peers of
´Castaña´, as a nature conservation organisation, stretch worldwide. However something can be said.
In the project proposal ´Castaña´ clarifies its awareness of the MDGs and its national (Ecuadorian)
commitment. The transcendent themes mentioned in the proposal are poverty alleviation, gender,
empowerment, participation and agro ecology. Besides, because the project is part of ‘Naturaleza’, it
has to be accountable to the other organisations within that umbrella (source proposal).
The report on the exhibition of the conservation and development initiatives in the region
gave a good account of what these organisations do and what this means for the accountability of
Castaña.
Not having any formal agreements ´Castaña´ does take into account similar projects that are carried
out in the province. Among the ‘Naturaleza’ programme there are four organisations executing a
project in the same region. One organisation operates in five villages, four of which Castaña operates
as well. Their main activities are: strengthening local organisations, micro-enterprise training
(particularly cheese), value-added dairy products, improvement of farming systems and pasture
improvement and awareness for the conservation of natural resources advocacy communities. In
addition, ´Second Degree Organisation B´ (which was initiated as an administrative body of the
reserve as well as having the responsibility over the conservation of a alpaca’s) has a project on
natural dyes and the production of alpaca wool products. This project takes place in two
communities one of which is also included in the project of Castaña. Another local organisation raises
awareness and trains people on participative policy formation for the conservation of the moorlands.
Other projects in the region include: Institutional strengthening of the communities of ‘the
parish’ which is a joint project of a farmer organisation in cooperation with a big international NGO .
Their activities include sponsored health assessment, sponsorship of children education on sex and
reproductive health; AIDS awareness and prevention; marriage and divorce. Besides part of the
project is on loans to initiate small agricultural initiatives. It also provides seeds for vegetables to the
beneficiary families. The current project focuses on the prevention of natural disasters. Furthermore,
the reserve which is part of the national ministry of environment under the supervision of the
municipality also undertakes various activities including surveillance, monitoring, research, advocacy,
and development of conservation projects.
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Schematically, the actors to whom ´Castaña´ needs to give account look like this:

Figure 6: NGO accountability continuum. Source: Author

4.2.2 For which aspects does ‘Castaña’ has to give account?
I:
Fiscal
Referring to the theoretical framework fiscal accountability is on proper use of financial means in this
respect ´Castaña´ has to account to the donor over and above its own organisation. A donor virtually
always proposes cuts in the in the financial estimate as was also the case in this project. ´Castaña´
then judged whether those cuts are realistic compared to the activities that they proposed to
perform. In other cases when the donor really does not want to compensate, ´Castaña´ suggests to
execute less activities since the quality of its projects should not suffer from poor financial means
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(interview Macarena). Being financial accountable to a donor as well as ´Castaña´ itself is a challenge
that the financial administrator takes up. She has to make sure that the operational (fixed) costs are
covered. Including the administrative costs is most challenging since it is the first spending to be
curtailed (interview Macarena).
Contractually is mentioned that ´Árbol´ may suspend disbursement of the grant in case of
breach of any obligation ´Castaña´ is subjected to. Furthermore the contract mentions that ´Castaña´
is entitled to raise claims for non payment of service or any other matter included in the contract.
Also a description is given on how the payments are made by ´Árbol´ to ´Castaña´ and what the
money is meant to cover (project costs). This invoice has to be approved by the supervisor. In case
´Castaña´ fails to account for the expenditures, ´Árbol´ will not disburse. Money that is not spent in
the end of the project can be spent on good causes with written consent to ´Árbol´.
The contract is accompanied by the estimate and the proposal. Essentially, ´Castaña´ has to
complete the project accordingly to maintain financial support. ´Castaña´ has to deliver an invoice
along with the quarterly reports.
II:
Process
Accountability on the project process refers to whether procedures or general organisational rules
are pursued. In this respect it applies to ´Castaña´ itself, the national and local government and
´Árbol´.
´Castaña´
Within the organisation, ´Castaña´ has no formal rules to which they need to account, however
informally the project should not go against the vision and mission which is more inherent in the
employees. Before ´Castaña´ decided to tender on the project it was decided in consultation. The
project execution was monitored by the managing director but was mostly in the hands of the
project manager who assured quality.
Local and national Government
Since the project is implemented in the country of Ecuador it should comply to its constitution.
Moreover, since ´Castaña´ is registered under the Ministry of Environment it should adhere several
environmental policies. Locally these national policies are regulated by the municipality. Specific to
this project apply laws and policies on ecosystem management and moorlands and policies that
promote the rights of indigenous peoples and nationalities of Ecuador.
Donor organisations: ‘ Bosque’ and ‘Árbol’
Furthermore ´Castaña´ needs follow up procedures and rules of ´Bosque´ who set the Terms of
Reference (ToR) and ´Árbol´ with whom ´Castaña´ has a contractual agreement to implement the
project.
Terms of reference (ToR)
The ToR made by ‘Bosque’ described procedures after submission of the letter of interest and the
proposal, who is eligible to bid to the project, the project duration and the finances and the form in
which the proposal needs to be represented and the required content.
According to the ToR the proposal needs to include:
• A project summary
• A description of the context including a description of how national and regional policies
affect the project
• Demographic and ecological characteristics of the region
• Parties involved and beneficiaries
• A description of the projects executed by other organisations in the same region
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•
•
•
•
•
•

An extensive description of the LF elucidating the general and specific objectives, the
anticipated results and the activities by which it intends to accomplish these goals as well as
the objective indicators along which the results can be measured.
A description of the material and non material means which are used during the execution
A description of the organisational implementation procedures and modalities
An execution time table.
A description of factors guaranteeing viability such as policies, technologies and sustainable
socio-cultural and ecological aspects, a financial and economic analysis and a description of
´Castaña´s capacities and how the financial means are administered.
A description of the means of monitoring and evaluation and continuation.

Also the terms of reference explained seven components and suggested activities that the project
should include:
1. Awareness raising and workshops
2. Management and conservation of soil in relation to cultivation and livestock practices
3. Conservation of water resources
4. Management and conservation of moorlands
5. Fortify agricultural production systems and conservation
6. Systematisation, diffusion and policy proposals
7. Monitoring and evaluation
Per component also suggested activities were mentioned these were for the most part workshops
and meetings. The latter component stresses that the project should include continuous monitoring
and evaluation activities with all actors involved.
Furthermore the ToR provided several formats including formats for:
The letter of interest; the accompanying letter to the proposal; a formal organisational identification
form; a legal declaration of the organisation; a form on the general organisational experiences as
well as specific experiences similar to the ‘Naturaleza’ project; the financial condition of the
organisation (assets and liabilities); the equipment the organisation posesses for the execution of the
project; the resumes of the managing director of ´Castaña´ and the programme manager; the
accompanying letter to the the financial part of the proposal; the estimate; a specified financial
format; a financial format elucidating the costs of materials and services of 3rd parties; the payments
(per period); evaluation forms; planning formats: results broken down in objectives and their lines of
action; the LFA; the operational annual plan (specified per specific objective).
Contract
The contract elucidates the obligations and rights of the donor itself as well as the rights and duties
to which ´Castaña´ is subjected to.
Execution of the project
• ´Árbol´ has to join meetings to discuss the work of ´Castaña´ and if necessary, offer ´Castaña´
technical assistance. In addition ´Árbol´ supervises and evaluates the project proceedings
which sometimes involves field visits. ´Castaña´ has to accept implementations of systems,
policies, procedures and other issues arising from those evaluations. ´Castaña´ may suggest
reprogramming activities according to the procedures within the same timeframe these are
then approved or disapproved by ´Árbol´. The functions of ´Árbol´’s supervisor are
mentioned in an accompanying annex. Furthermore the kind of reports ´Castaña´ has to
submit to ´Árbol´ are described: An initial report, the quarterly reports, the special report (in
case of problems) and a final report. Amendments and adjustments can be made in
accordance to ´Árbol´ in case it better meets the purpose of the project. However the
contract is non transferrable. In case ´Castaña´ hires subcontractors, ´Castaña´ remains
responsible for the work the subcontractors do. Subcontracting is allowed up to 25% of the
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total value of the agreement. Furthermore ´Castaña´ may maintain books, recordings and
documents 2 years after execution of this project with possible revision of ´Árbol´.
Organisational requirements
• ´Castaña´ has to implement personnel policies (transparent and non-discriminating) which
defines the process of recruitment and selection (about contract and allowance), these must
be forwarded to ´Árbol´.
Financial matters
• Already mentioned in the previous explanation under the heading of ‘fiscal accountability’.
Controversies
• The contract describes what happens in case of disagreement. Each party is represented by a
legal representative and that in case they cannot come to a conclusion both parties will turn
to the Quito Chamber of Commerce. As well, the cases in which ´Árbol´ can decide to opt for
a breach of contract, are described. ´Árbol´ may then proceed the project with another
entity. Subsequently a description is given of what happens ´Castaña´ if ´Árbol´ breaches the
contract. On the other hand is described in which cases ´Castaña´ can request for dissolution
of the contract.
Confidentiality
• The contract also includes a contractual protocol and is confidential.
III:
Programme
Programme accountability concerns whether the project has been implemented effective and
efficiently. In this respect it represents ´Árbol´, ´Castaña´ itself, the municipality and the intended
beneficiaries.
Concerning ´Árbol´ and ´Castaña´, the programme can be seen as a frontpiece.
As ´Castaña´ is not an isolated organisation, it has to persuade its qualities towards actors it depends
on. For example when applying to the project, by means of the letter of interest as well as the
proposal it had to include experiences acquired during former projects. ´Árbol´ assigned ´Castaña´ for
the execution of the project, thus it also represents their organisation. In turn for designating
responsibility over the implementation of the project to ´Castaña´, ´Árbol´ wants ´Castaña´ to
account for their actions. The contract (of ´Árbol´ with ´Castaña´) mentions that ´Castaña´ has to
complete the project as projected in the proposal (including a time and financial planning and a
technical part). Additionally, ´Castaña´ has to prepare quarterly reports that give account of the
progress in meeting the goals and milestones according to the implementation plan. This reality is
not strange given that ´Árbol´’s reputation depends on the project too. ´Árbol´ has to be able to take
credit for the project outcomes towards their donor (´Bosque´) and other actors that they depend
on. For this reason the project can be seen as a qualification of both ´Castaña´ and ´Árbol´.
In addition, ´Castaña´ has an accountability over the programme towards the municipality.
They will benefit through the strengthening of management and conservation capacities of the
moorlands in their region. Farmers will be educated on sustainable practices that will benefit
conservation of moorlands and water sources to which they depend on. This eventually will
contribute to the livelihoods of the intended beneficiaries and the other people of the communities
which is anticipated to counter migration. To monitor sustainable use of natural resources the water
boards are trained on zoning and protection of water sources. The project intends to reinforce
regulation of the moorlands through (at minimum) 2 policy proposals specifically on water
management and soil fertility in the moorlands that were designed bottom-up.
Chiefly, ´Castaña´ has a programme accountability towards the intended beneficiaries. If the
programme is not geared towards their needs the project is likely not to receive support and so, not
be successful. The participating families who are direct beneficiaries of this project mainly are
subsistence farmers and barter trade (proposal). The skills thought will increase the quality of their
products and increases their yield.
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IV:
Priorities
It is a ‘matter of course’ that a project should meet the needs of those whom it is intended to
benefit.
In the call for proposals and the ToR ´Bosque´ gives a short description of the common problems in
the Andes of Bolivia, Peru and Ecuador. According to ´Bosque´ who referred to the National
Biodiversity Strategy of Ecuador (MA CONAN 2001 cited in the ToR) the Andean ecosystems of
Ecuador are at risk. Human activity and growing links of these people to markets (international and
domestic) cause a greater pressure on natural resources. Furthermore, they state that globalisation
causes people to take on modern forms of life that erode traditional ways of life and cultural
processes. In addition, land reforms considered much of the land inhabited by indigenous natural
reserves. This resulted in social conflicts with those who were evicted from their land. ´Bosque´
asserts the challenges are to include land right claims into public policies, especially regarding access
to and control over natural resources and biodiversity.
´Bosque´ claims that government programmes, projects and policies hitherto hardly have had
an effect on resource management correct use of agricultural technologies in the indigenous
knowledge on rescue and conservation. In doing so, ´Bosque´ says the project should ensure:
Mitigate the loss of heterogeneity; to incorporate knowledge and development visions of the
indigenous in the definition of policy proposals on natural resource management; to help overcome
poverty since it is the main reason for diminishing biodiversity; incorporate collective rights by
including participation in the decision making process and finally to develop transdisciplinary and
qualitative methods that foster dialogue between local- and scientific knowledge.
The project summary reflects the exact desires which ´Bosque´ stated in the ToR: “The
beneficiaries are forty families with whom local and innovative knowledge and technologies are
shared, revalorised through a dialogue including participation of all levels”.
The region has an abundance of water and provides water to the capital of the province. The culture
of the inhabitants is to use the natural resources in their provision of food, medicinal plants and fuel
wood and construction material.
Reading through the project proposal the two major problems are inadequate farming
practices (mono cropping, cultivating steep slopes, indiscriminate use of pesticides, clear cutting
forests for farming land etc.) and the incapability of regulating bodies to regulate sustainable use of
resources.
“There is a lack of rules (or: policies) and regulation. Policies related to the ecosystem
management lack an adequate legal framework as well as a lack of capacity to monitor
human activities. There is an official basic legal framework but it is deemed too general. The
instruments that are specifically for the conservation of the moorlands are not official. It is
proposed that these instruments need more support from below in order to be officialised
from above”.
(Source: proposal)
As a consequence, soil fertility is reduced and water is contaminated. Lower agricultural conditions
decrease agricultural production which might cause people to migrate and probably transferring the
problem elsewhere. In addition the use of toxic pesticides by farmers increase the production costs
as well as mono-crops (or less appreciation for Andean crops) decrease alimentation.
The project intends to overcome these problems and their consequences through various actions:
• Establishing protected water sources.
• Train the water boards on how to protect the water sources
• Training farmers on sustainable farming practices such as crop rotation, integrated pest
management, slow formation terraces, organic fertilizer, agroforestry.
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•
•
•
•

Supplying twenty families with a sprinkler irrigation system to demonstrate careful use of
water
Organising a seed exchange fair
Suggesting at least two policy proposals for the protection of moorlands.
Stimulating knowledge dissemination through FFSs and CIALs (further explained in
paragraph 4.3.1).

According to the field executive the main motivation of the beneficiaries to participate in the project
is because it contributes to their alimentation and that they receive training and materials (seeds,
irrigation system, greenhouses etc.) ( interview Paula).

4.2.3 Which consequential sanctions does ‘Castaña’ face?
As a consequence of delegating responsibilities, ´Castaña´ can face sanctions. These can vary from
hard sanctions, which could lead to a (temporary) standstill, to soft sanctions, which have a more
explanatory nature.
Hard sanctions
When looking at accountabilities that can result into sanctions towards ´Castaña´ one might as well
look at the ingredients that are necessary for the execution of this project. Evidently, this involves
finances. This project is financed by a swiss organisation of ´Bosque´ who contracted ´Árbol´ to
coordinate the programme in ‘Naturaleza’. ´Bosque´ is being informed about the project preceedings
by means of an annual evaluation made by two external and two local evaluators based on site visits
and former reports. Technically spoken based on this evaluation and the information they get via
´Árbol´ they could also halt the project.
´Árbol´ has contracted ´Castaña´ to execute part of the national project. In the contract is
mentioned that ´Árbol´ may opt to breach the contract or suspend disbursement in case ´Castaña´ is
not able to meet the proposed objectives of the project as agreed in the project proposal or if they
are verified with any corrupt practices. ´Árbol´ also holds the power to approve or disapprove
proposed rescheduling of goals, activities and budget submitted by ´Castaña´ this is mostly done in
coordination with the project supervisor which ´Árbol´ has appointed.
Since ´Castaña´ is registered under the ministry of Environment, they can withdraw their
legal rights in case they do not comply to national laws which are observed by the local government
bodies such as the municipality. The municipality manages the nature reserve and represents the 5
communities involved in this project they can reject approval for the execution of this project.
But what would the project be without (in)direct beneficiaries? They should enjoy the
benefits of this programme. Should they not be satisfied with the project they can resort to voice
their ideas or to exit the programme. The latter can be seen as a hard sanction because the project is
not worth anything without support of the ones concerned (the intended beneficiaries).
Soft sanctions
Soft sanctions are more of explanatory nature and apply mostly to the donor, the municipality and
the beneficiaries.
With respect to the accountability to the donor ´Castaña´ has to submit two quarterly (once
every 3 months) reports to Árbol: One about the technical proceedings of the projects and another
that justifies whether the finances have been spent for designated purposes. ´Castaña´ also has to
submit a final report which compiles all information supplemented by lessons learnt. In accounting
for the project activities Castaña is primarily interested in to the extent in which Castaña completed
the activities compared to the planning. Árbol also requests Castaña to mention the lessons learnt
but these do not elucidate the assessments made in the project approach. In case something is
unclear to Árbol, Castaña has to give further explanation. A further form of soft sanction is that
Castaña has to incorporate changes suggested by Árbol. In addition, Árbol remains the right to visit
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the project site any time and as well as to demand any further documentation (particularly: a
detailed account of the expenses).
Concerning the municipality, Castaña has to inform them about the planning and the progress made.
This is primarily done through their participation in the platform as well, some government bodies
(like the research institute and the natural reserve) which are included in various trainings. In the
end, the project intends to offer two policy proposals to the municipality, this is not an agreement,
rather it is a way of Castaña to strengthen institutional management of the moorlands in the basin
area and beneficial to the sustainability of the project.
The beneficiaries sanctions are that the project should meet their needs and that they can participate
in the project decision making. As to the overall project this is safeguarded by the 1st and 2nd degree
organisations who were involved in the project planning. With regard to the project contents the
beneficiaries decided the focus of the project with respect to the problems which they wanted to
research through the FFSs and CIALs.

I

n the case central to this research the most significant upward actor was the donor who gave
financial means to execute the project. Other upward actors included the state, in particular the
Ecuadorian Ministry of Environment under which the local organisation was registered. More
importantly, concerning the government institutions, the municipality played the biggest role as it
gave permission for Castaña to execute the project. The ministry also was in charge of a department
which supervises the natural reserve in which the project was executed as well as the National
research initiative in that reserve. Of all upward players the donor is the principal demander of
written accountabilities this is also the only party with whom Castaña has a contract.
Downward the most major beneficiaries of the project are the participating families followed
by the indirect beneficiaries of the 5 communities who are in the catchment of the project. Inward
accountability is already discussed and towards an organisations identity revealed that informal
enquiries and joint decision making on which projects to take on make sure everybody safeguards
the identity.
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4.3 How does ‘Castaña’ practice accountability?
The model below visualises the accountability paths with respect to this project

Figure 7: Visualisation of the accountability paths of ‘Castaña’. Source: Author

Hereafter is described how the local organisation gives account towards the different actors within
the different groups (donor, other organisations, government bodies, beneficiaries and the
platform). In the end some actors are described collectively due to their part in the platform.
Inward accountability (accountability within the local organisation) is left aside. Regarding the
theoretical chapter, the practice of inward accountability relates to the methods the organisation
applies to handle external accountability demands. The information gathered during the field
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research for this study was deemed insufficient for analysis. More time was needed to find out how
the local organisation dealt with possibly conflicting accountability requirements and interest in
relation to their organisational identity (a touchy subject which needs time).
Finally a summary is given by means of a schedule which summarises the characteristics of
the accountability mechanisms used.

4.3.1 ´Árbol´ (the donor)
As explained under ‘upward’ in §4.2.1 , the project of ´Castaña´ is part of: ‘‘Naturaleza’’, an umbrella
project which runs in several Latin AmMacarenan countries. Within those countries several projects
are implemented by various NGOs. In Ecuador, the national project is supervised by ´Árbol´ who
contracted several NGOs to execute local projects for which they assigned individual supervisors.
Annex V visualises with the contact of ´Castaña´ with ‘Árbol’ and even with their Swiss donor:
‘Bosque’. ‘Bosque’ bears final responsibility over the whole programme of ‘‘Naturaleza’’. However,
´Castaña´ has primarily contact with ‘Árbol’ in particular three persons: Adriana, the national
programme coordinator of ‘‘Naturaleza’’: Adriana; financial administrator: Susana and the project
supervisor Alberto.
Árbol has assigned Castaña to execute the project. This agreement is committed in writing by
means of the contract. Castaña naturally has to account for the implementation of the project. Prior
to implementing the project Castaña wrote a proposal according to the Terms of Reference of
Bosque. Throughout the implementation of the project Árbol demanded Castaña to clarify the
project proceedings and expenditures by means of quarterly reports, besides Castaña was evaluated
annually by Árbol, as well Árbol and Castaña held biannual meetings. In the end, Castaña had to write
a final evaluation. Below a description is given of how Castaña has given account towards these
requirements.
Contract
As explicated under process in §4.2.2 the contract elucidates the obligations of Castaña towards
Árbol (as well as Eciencia’s obligations towards Castaña, though that is outside of the scope of this
research).
The contract mentioned that Castaña should forward the personnel policies to Árbol. This
has also been a requirement for the contents of the project proposal and so Castaña included it.
Furthermore financial matters were discussed in the contract. Principally Árbol demands quarterly
reports of the expenditures. This is further discussed under the heading of ‘quarterly reports. Also,
the contract clarified what happened in case Castaña and Árbol had a disagreement. Beside these
formal arrangements the accountabilities of Castaña towards Árbol particularly concern those
related to the project. The contract is actually accompanied by the project proposal because in the
contract is also agreed that the project should be carried out accordingly. Even though, if there are
recommendations by Árbol or suggested changes by Castaña, the project might change a little. How
Castaña meets these demands is further explained under the following three sub-paragraphs.
The contract arrangements are a formality between the managing director of Castaña:
Vincent and Adriana of Árbol who is the National programme manager of the ‘Naturaleza’
programme.
Project proposal
The project proposal is written according to the Terms of Reference of ‘ Bosque’. The project
proposal sets out the approach towards the implementation of the project. In the ToR (similar to the
call for proposals) ‘Bosque’ elucidated the desires towards the project contents (see priorities under
4.2.2). These desires reflect problems of the area and the needs of the beneficiaries. According to
‘Bosque’, the main problems described are loss of biodiversity through human pressure on natural
resources, erosion of traditional culture and social conflicts between indigenous and local
governments who evicted them from their land through land reforms. To overcome these problems,
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‘Bosque’ suggests the project should: Help overcome poverty; foster dialogue between indigenousand scientific knowledge and include the beneficiaries in the project decision making process as well
as in the design of the policy proposals.
´Castaña´ meets these desires by applying two well-known agricultural participatory learning
methods namely Farmer Field Schools or: FFS (in Spanish: ECA Escuelas de Campo de Agricultores)
and Local Agricultural Research Committees: CIAL (in Spanish CIAL: Comités de Investigación Agrícola
Local). The first is more geared to making farmers aware of the agro-ecological system while the
latter is a rather informal method of social learning in which some beneficiaries are educated to
become specialists. Both aim at sustainable farming practices and are assisted by professionals
(scientists in agricultural practices). The methods of FFS and CIAL are geared towards changing
current practices into sustainable cultivation practices which are beneficial to the soil recovery and
water management. Water was contaminated by indiscriminate use of pesticides on land which
polluted the water as well. Eventually, a decrease in the use of pesticides is expected to decrease
production costs and increase the yield (due to a higher degree of soil fertility), furthermore
alimentation is expected to increase since some crops are re-introduced. This all contributes to a
better quality of life (less poverty) and prevents people from moving to another area (or the city). A
decline in soil exhaustion means less claims on land for cultivation and therefore a decrease in the
diminishing of forests and consequently erosion. The methods of CIAL and FFS revaluate traditional
cultivation practices by combining them with new (scientific) practices. The value of these methods
to the beneficiaries are further explained under the heading of ‘direct beneficiaries.
ToR provided a guideline for making the project proposal by which ‘Bosque’ ensured all
topics of their interests have been considered. The proposal of Castaña is in exact accordance to the
guideline. Central to the proposal is a lengthy description of the LFA. The annexes of the proposal
include a brief version of the LFA as well as an estimate, the proposal itself contains a lengthy
description of the LFA including: The general objective, the specific objectives, results, the activities
and the objective verifiable indicators (per result). The means necessary for the execution of the
activities were explained in a narrative way.
FFS and CIAL are mentioned as central to the implementation of the project. Not surprisingly
the extensive explanation of the LFA is mainly a long description of FFS and CIAL (visualised by the
blue highlighted text in annex IV).
The project proposal is mainly written by the project manager (Frances) with inputs on activities by
the field executive (Paula) as well as inputs on the estimate by the financial administrator
(Macarena). The proposal is thoroughly checked by the managing director of Castaña (Vincent)
before it is sent to Árbol. As usually is the case, the proposal needed some adaptations in particular
with regards to the estimate. This was done by Frances in coordination with Macarena. In some cases
the donor proposes so much cuts in the budget that Castaña decided to minimise the number of
activities. In the case of this project mostly administration costs have been cut.
By means of the quarterly reports, biannual meetings and the final project evaluation ´Castaña´ gives
account for the project this is explained next.
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Quarterly reports
Project report
The proposal includes a proposed planning for the whole project duration this planning is revised
every three months and so Castaña hands in a specific planning every three months. These planning
are made by Frances (the project manager) in consultation with Paula (field executive). The format
for the quarterly planning is as follows:
Specific
objective

Result

Indicators
of
that
result

Expected
progress
(in %)

Subactivities
(relating
to
the
specific
objective)

Responsibility
bearer(s)

Planned
for
the month*

Jan

Feb

Observations**

Mar

Box2: Format for quarterly project planning. Source: Quarterly reports 1-8 Castaña

*In this section the weeks of the month in which the activity takes place are shaded.
**In this section the expected expenses are mentioned
The quarterly reports on the project proceedings are written by the project manager (Frances) who
receives inputs from the field executive (Paula). Paula keeps a score on all the activities completed
and its participants. She does this by filling out the following format made by Castaña:
Activity

Planned (no. of
participants)

Executed

Compromises

Observations

Box 3: Format for the proposed- and completed activities. Source: Castaña project documentation

Under compromises is mentioned which activities are postponed. In the observations column she
writes who participated or how participants were chosen (for example: participants of CIAL were
chosen by the community, workshop on slow formation terraces was executed with interested
families). Besides, Frances visits the field once every quarter and has at least once a week contact by
phone with Paula about how the project is proceeding (possible obstacles). Once the quarterly report
is written, Frances sends it to Paula for a review. Once Paula agrees, the report is sent to Alberto (the
project supervisor from Árbol). Sometimes Alberto recommends changes, these recommendations
usually are detailed and are discussed over the phone or during a meeting after which they are
incorporated in the project planning and reports.
The quarterly reports are made according a format designed by BOSQUE which Castaña received
via Árbol. The reporting format of the quarterly reports consists of seven paragraphs which are
explained below.
1. Summary
In this paragraph Castaña describes what has been done in relation to the planning and what the
planning is for the coming three months. In the first report this was more a general description of the
work done while reports thereafter sometimes highlight a particular theme which has been newly
implemented. For example the second report the summary is more extensive about FFS and CIAL
while in the fourth report the summary is more about the water management.
2. Proceedings made in relation to the indicators mentioned in the LFA
In the proposal, Castaña made a preliminary planning for the whole project. Throughout the project,
a specified planning is made per quarter and referred to in the quarterly reports towards Árbol. In
this respect the LFA is used as a monitoring tool. Regarding the original LFA (as mentioned in the
same paragraph under project proposals) Árbol adapted its contents slightly by leaving out the
sources of verification and assumptions yet, adding space for comments and lessons learnt.
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Results &
Activities

Indicators (of the
results and
activities)

Advancements in
percentages

Commentary on
the
advancements

Lessons learnt

Box 4: LFA as mentioned in the format for the quarterly reports. Source: Quarterly reports 1-8 Castaña

Concerning the content of the LFA, the first two columns are a copy of the planning version.
Vertically the results are mentioned as well as their respective activities (so first there is a row on the
result and then a few rows for each of the activities which are contributing to the realisation of that
result). The third column compares what has been realised in relation to what was planned. If the
planning said that twenty farmers participated in FFS while in fact during the project eighteen
participated this is turned into a 90% completion. The commentary mostly elucidates more detailed
information where something was executed, what themes have been discussed or what agreements
were made. The lessons learnt include observations from Castaña on things that went well or things
that need to be improved or be arranged differently.
As more activities are implemented through time the LFA is getting larger. The FFS and ECA keep
on existing throughout the project, even so that new themes of interest are developed. For example
starting from the 4th trimester an FFS in moisture management is added.
3. List of important meetings (workshops, field visits a.o.) with communities, common
authorities, public of private institutions that are involved in the zone
The scheme below is used to clarify what meetings have been realised. Among others these include
field visits to the fields where FFS and CIALS are implemented as well as workshops and platform
meetings. In the second column a short description is given of the themes that were discussed during
these meetings and the third column refers to which aspects of the project the meeting contributed.
In the latter column these commonly include: FFS or CIAL, the community management plans or
inputs for the policy proposals.
Meetings, field visits

Goal, themes treated

Activities realised

Box 5: Format for the meetings held. Source: Quarterly reports 1-8 Castaña

4. Explanation for activities that were not realised
This section gives room for explaining why certain activities were not accomplished. In fact, reading
through all the quarterly reports basically all activities that were planned were executed some even
with a higher participation rate than previously expected. With respect to the quarterly reports
activities that were planned but not- or partly executed are usually postponed to the next period.
5. Changes with respect to the quarterly planning
Throughout the project no big changes have been undertaken with respect to the planned activities.
Sometimes Castaña expressed the need for complementary activities. In the 4th quarterly report, for
example, Castaña proposed to make a proposal on the marketing of surplus production in
agroforestry farms. Also in the 8th report Castaña mentioned an additional workshop which has been
contributive:
Another planned activity from the ‘Naturaleza’ programme, and was not planned from Another
activity ‘Naturaleza’ Program, and was not referred to in the Quarterly Plan, but which generated a
process of social and organisational learning much importance, was the implementation workshop
on Support for Local Innovations, the same as that from a historical perspective, multidimensional
and participatory, allowed a first approach in the identification of local innovations, and developed
strategies of support and strengthening. This methodology contributed to local development,
contextualising the development process in a constant changing environment, dynamic and constant
adaptation and innovation.
Source: The 8th quarterly report
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Small changes about expenditures, for example budget leftovers that are shifted to finance another
activity, are communicated directly between Frances (the project manager) and Alberto (the project
supervisor). Budget shifts only take place when they fall into the same category. This is a rather
informal agreement and is not documented.
On the other hand big changes are documented. At the moment that the fieldwork for this
research was conducted, Castaña proposed to extent the project with one month. Negotiations were
between Frances (after consultation with the managing director Vincent) and Adriana (the national
programme coordinator of ‘Naturaleza’ on behalf of Árbol). A document was made and signed by
Vincent (managing director of Castaña) and Adriana.
6. List of contacts established during this period
During the implementation of the project other persons are often involved. The people include those
from organisations in the region, people from local governments (municipality, parishes and the
national park in which the project is implemented) and representatives of First and Second Degree
Organisations. The third column specifies what the talk has been about and the last column describes
for which aspect of the project it benefits.
Name of the
Contact person
Goal, themes
Expected future
institution or person (name)
discussed
activities
with whom an
activity or/and
meeting was realised
Box 6: Format for the contacts established. Source: Quarterly reports 1-8 Castaña

7. Principal lessons learnt (in the themes of: specialist knowledge, participation,
environmental aspects, technical innovation, cultural aspects and financial management)
Here Castaña has the opportunity to reflect on what has been learnt regarding the themes specified
by the donor. There is hardly ever a relation made between the previously lessons learnt mentioned
in the LFA instead the themes are looked at separately. Underneath some random taken examples of
each theme:
Specialist knowledge
The implementation of the "management plan for the moorlands of community X ", strengthened
the project performance. The participatory process of the Diagnostics Community Plans in X and X, is
an important strategy of the project to strengthen the technological and methodological proposals to
the interests and perspectives from the local community, which fortifies the basis for sustainability
and capacity.
Another important factor observed during this process is the contextualization of the projects
initiatives in the complexity of the community, its relationship with other management components,
particularly the assessment of the importance of the proposed initiatives following the analysis made
in participatory workshops.
Source: the 6th quarterly report
Participation
In the current quarter the coordination and involvement of The Second Degree Organisations in the
management of the project activities has been strengthened. This was particularly the case for
‘Second Degree Organisation A’ who now have more impact on the basin area through the meetings
held with the directors, their participation in training workshops on project planning and delivery of
biweekly planning by the technical team.
Source: the 2nd quarterly report
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Environmental aspects
Environmental restrictions (more than socio-economic), in communities X and X which are located at
the higher altitudes, contributed to the reduction in the maintenance of high agro-biodiversity at
farm plot level. November showed strong hailstorms which significantly affected the gardens, which
caused discouraged some families.
Source: the 3rd quarterly report
Technological innovations
The process of knowledge dialogue with women of the communities, has developed a process of
innovation in the construction of reservoirs for the family harvest water, in combination with the
improvement of laundry facilities (laundry basin areas) and an increased capacity of reserve ponds of
water, this innovation allows for enough water for irrigation and laundry which are very important to
families in general and women in particular.
This strategy has increased local motivation towards the productive system of agroforestry gardens,
to visualize their integration with other reproductive activities of the family. It also has increased the
local counterpart to construct reservoirs and irrigation systems.
Source: The 7th quarterly report
Cultural aspects
In the basin area of the region, people still appreciate certain land use practices inherited from the
ancestral complex production systems developed by the native people in the area. Among others
these are: 1) the system of crop rotation (temporal dimension to interlayer crops, pastures and
undeveloped -fallow- areas) and 2) the association of crop systems (spatial dimension to establish
combinations between crops and pasture). Practices which have now been adapted to the prevailing
production systems, where crops favoured greater economic benefit as naturalized meadows (for
milk production), potatoes, yellow carrots, red onions and beans among others. Features of these
traditional systems are rescued by using them in family agroforestry plots and are helpful to meet
food security needs. The methods are showing a great reception and ease of implementation,
turning it into a cultural manifestation of the inhabitants of the Micro-basin area.
Source: The 4th quarterly report
Financial management
‘Learning’ aspects with regard to finances is only mentioned in the first quarterly report which states:
The level of project management under quarterly budgets, to some extent tends to reduce the
degree of flexibility in the implementation of activities and is highly demanding in temporary spaces
for the planned investments in each period.
Source: the 1st quarterly report
Even though this format stimulates Castaña to think what they have learnt it remains often unclear.
It leaves out a lot of argumentation as it lacks lots of answers to why questions. Why did the
community management strengthen the project performance? How come did the meetings, their
participation in training workshops and the delivery of biweekly planning by the technical team of
Castaña beneficial to the impact the ‘Second Degree Organisation A’ has on the basin area?
Also, the lessons learnt which are mentioned in the LFA are hardly ever connected to the lessons
learnt as mentioned in the LFA. For example in the 1st report:
In the LFA under the column ‘lessons learnt’ (R2A1) of the activity of slow formation terraces
(designed to slow down or prevent the rapid run-off of irrigation water) mentions:
“For the limited land area available to some farmers , there is some dissatisfaction with the slow
formation terraces installed, mainly due to the proximity of strip/ slopes reducing the area for
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cultivation. For the project this both a challenge and an opportunity to innovate the technology,
possibly by removing most ancient techniques of installation”.
In the last paragraph (under lessons learnt on technological innovation) Castaña merely reported:
“The need for constant innovation of production technologies and conservation for example: Soil
conservation by the establishment of slow formation terraces on small scaled farmers”.
The second quarterly report goes on about the same activity (R2A1) and mentions (in the lessons
learnt section of the LFA):
“The new strips of grass and alfalfa have been set further away from existing stocks, not to limit the
area of arable land - due to limited land tenure”

Financial report
The financial report illustrates whether the money is spent for designated purposes as agreed in the
proposal.
As with the project activities, Castaña also makes a specified quarterly estimate of which the
format looks like this:
Specific
Activities
General
Sub-activities
Expenditures
Amount
objective
activities for
per item*
per item
the present
quarter
Box 7: Format for the financial expenditures. Source: Castaña project documentation

*The items are specified in: Alimentation, transport, workshops, accommodation, lecture materials,
renting of presentation materials (screen, projector), agricultural products and facilitators
(sometimes an external is hired for workshops).
Throughout the implementation of the project Paula documents how many and what materials have
been supplied in the families of the different communities. In addition, she keeps track on which
species (and how many) have been planted on each plot.
The detailed information on expenditures is eventually put into the financial justification which Árbol
demands. Below a visualisation of the format:
Item*
Estimated costs (as
Expenses
Balance
mentioned in the
quarterly proposal)
Box 8: Format for financial justification. Source: Castaña project documentation

*The items include: Those which are mentioned in every estimate; Project manager (salary of
Frances), Field executive (salary of Paula), financial administrator (salary of Macarena and her
assistants), refund of travel expenses, fuel costs, car rent, didactic materials and communication
(phone, fax and internet). Furthermore there are costs for items that do not appear in every quarter
for example; Fruit plants and small trees, agricultural products, screen and projector (which has been
bought in the first quarter), tools (specified in another sheet which materials have been supplied, to
whom), fences for the water sources, irrigation systems, legal costs (of documents), a computer
(which has been bought in the first quarter), courses (additional trainings that Paula attended) and
materials for the different FFSs and CIALs.
It does happen that the expenses are higher than the estimated costs but due to the postponement
of activities. In the end the total expenditures did not exceed the budget. Changes in expenditures
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are always discussed with Alberto (the project supervisor of Árbol) and integrated in the proposed
planning for the next quarter. Big changes such as that the project is extended by one month are
discussed with Adriana (the ‘Naturaleza’ national programme coordinator, Árbol) and officially
documented and signed by her as well as the managing director of Castaña (Vincent).
The reports are the only form of documentation Árbol receives from Castaña. Even though
Árbol remain the right to request for other documents (such as receipts of the materials bought)
generated throughout the project (source: interview Macarena). For this reason Macarena keeps
very good track of the exact expenditures.
Biannual meetings
Twice a year Árbol invites Castaña to present the project proceedings by means of a PowerPoint
presentation. This meeting is joined by Adriana (the national programme coordinator of ‘Naturaleza’:
Árbol), Alberto (project supervisor: Árbol), Vincent (managing director of Castaña), Macarena
(financial administrator: Castaña) and Frances (the project manager: Castaña).
The meeting summarises the proceedings made and its expectations towards the next half
year. The meeting not so much discusses the changes that have been made as these have already
been discussed throughout the project implementation. Rather the meeting is a form of maintaining
a good understanding (source: interview Frances).
Field visits and External annual evaluation
Occasionally the project supervisor (assigned by Árbol): Alberto accompanies Paula (the field
executive) to see how the project is proceeding. He does not do this on a regular basis, in fact Paula
argues in her interview that Alberto hardly ever accompanies her. She explains that this might be due
to the fact that supervising the project is not one of his major tasks within Árbol. Nonetheless and
even more so Alberto and Paula know each other already four years since they have cooperated with
each other previously in another project in the same region (source: interview Paula).
Being open was also a necessity for the external evaluation that was done at the courtesy of Bosque
in the countries and projects part of the ‘Naturaleza’ programme. To do so they hired an external
expert who visited the project site.
The overall goal of the external evaluation was to see whether the consortium (see annex II)
has been successful in completing the projects´ objectives including: a) Institutional strengthening
and capacity building; b) Knowledge management and research, and c) Policy formation from the
bottom up. The focus in Ecuador was on Árbol who supplied the quarterly reports which served as
background information. For Castaña this meant that someone came to visit the project site to talk
to the beneficiaries and the municipality and had a chance to review all the project documents.
Since the analysis focused on all projects that took place in Ecuador, the outcomes were not
specific. In a narrative way the promised results towards the project results are explained per theme.
About the project of Castaña is mentioned that the parish is significantly fortified in participatory
management approaches and that the platform is an interesting mechanism that brings all actors
together for a dialogue. Furthermore the evaluation looked at the cost efficiency of all projects in all
countries and focused on: The money spent on the executives (project manager, field executive and
administration), competitive funds (out of which the project of Castaña is funded) and advice &
revision.
Final project evaluation
In the end of the project Árbol asked Castaña to write a final project evaluation. Similar to the
quarterly report this document has been made according a format. Below a description is given of its
contents:
In this part general information about the project was given including the general objective, the
specific objectives and the expected results. Furthermore, a short summary of the context, in which
the project is implemented, was given. As well the Castaña introduced itself once more.
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The key of the report is about how the project was implemented. Short descriptions were given of
the methods used throughout the implementation of the project. These included: Mentoring (of
farmers in sustainable farming practices), Communal Operational Plans (in which a planning was
made for the FFSs and the CIALs and their monitoring and evaluation methods), FFS and CIAL, an
indigenous knowledge database (in the shape of a card catalogue) seed fairs.
Furthermore, a qualitative summary of the results (not activities) obtained is given by means
of the LFA. The LFA in this report consisted of three columns:
Expected results

Indicators

Quantitative description of the
results

Box 9: Format for financial justification. Source: Castaña project documentation

All the expected results have been accomplished and most of them even contrary expectations. Next,
a more extensive explanation of the results are given per indicator. In this sense the goal of the
achievements is further explained.
For example the fact that more farmers are now educated and undertaken more sustainable
practices does not only contribute to nature as well as to the general well being of the people
through an increased alimentation, and increased yield which gave the opportunity for farmers to
sell their produce on the market in the city which generates extra money (Castaña, 2009, final project
evaluation). Among others a more extensive explanation is given on how the CIALs and FFSs
increased productivity and quality of the products; what the training of the local water boards
included as well as the agreements made; how the slow formation terraces were created; what
sustainable practices have been implemented; the formation of the platform as well as their
activities as; a short description of the proposed policies and short description of the three
publications resulting from this project.
Similar to the quarterly reports also in the final evaluation space was given to reflect on lessons
learnt. The themes differ from the quarterly reports and include environmental-, social-, economicand cultural aspects as well as institutional and methodological lessons learnt. Since the lessons
learnt covers the whole three years, the explanations were quite broad.
In sum, Castaña expressed the need for the project in the first four aspects. Institutionally
Castaña mentioned that it had been working on the strengthening of the institutions and the
coordination between them which would be beneficial towards the sustainability of the policies.
Under the lessons learnt on the methodology used they argue that FFSs and the CIALs have been
good methods to invent new sustainable practices while respecting local culture.
In the end , Castaña was asked to reflect on the future effects under the paragraph ‘sustainability
prospects and future challenges. From a socio-cultural perspective the project is expected to have
revalorised sustainable practices while incorporating it with new ones. The card catalogue is meant
as a form of documentation so that information does not vanish. From an environmental
perspective, the direct beneficiaries are sought to benefit from the sustainable farming practices
which is being institutionalised in communal plans and stimulated by seed fairs. The participative
guarantee system which has been initiated is anticipated to be of assistance in the commercialisation
of agricultural products. In conclusion the importance of knowledge dissemination through this
project is stressed in the sense that this project can be of assistance to initiate similar projects.

4.3.2 Other organisations
To this miscellaneous category belong organisations to whom Castaña does not give account
directly. These ‘other’ projects (elucidated in §4.2.1 under: horizontal) are all linked to each other by
the natural resources by which local people sustain their livelihoods. They are all geared to nature
conservation like the project of Castaña. These other organisations do not require written contracts.
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But often they are consulted as well as that Castaña is consulted by them since many projects take
place in the same area. Surprisingly no evidence was found about possible struggles. As such
accountability in this respect is more about not doing something which is not in line with the other
initiatives.

4.3.3 Government bodies
Under the government institutions fall, the State of Ecuador, the Ministry of Environment, ‘the
Province’, ‘the Municipality’ and ‘the Parish’.
As mentioned under process accountability Castaña gives account to the state by paying
taxes and complying to the constitution and other national laws. As Castaña is registered under the
Ministry of Evironment, it has to comply to the rules has set. These are rather general responsibilities
for the everyday operation of the NGO.
More specifically, related to the project. The province might benefit from the policy proposals on
conservation of soil and water in the moorlands. Locally, Castaña is in close contact with the
municipality and their environmental department. Since the project is executed in their region and
since the municipality has the obligation to safeguard provincial and national law and rules the
Municipality is informed on a regular basis.
The municipality supervises the body in charge for the management of the natural reserve in
which the project takes place as well as a national research initiative which is also based in the
region.
The opinions on the importance of the ministry as an actor involved are divided. As mentioned in the
individual interviews the managing director of Castaña (Vincent) as well as the project manager
(Frances) consider the municipality as a true actor. Frances and Vincent attach great value to the
access the municipality allows for the project to be realised. Consequently Vincent and Frances
express the importance of holding regular meetings on the project progress and the municipalities
participation in the Platform (explained later). In turn, the field executive (Paula) is of the opinion
that the only thing that matters to the municipality is for Castaña to execute the project successfully.
According to her, the successes of Castaña are then showcased by the municipality to higher
government institutions: ‘They do not do anything. The only thing we need to do is to do
well’(source: interview Paula).
The proposal is mentions “There is a weak technical and operational capacity of ‘central institutions
responsible for supervision and environmental control” (proposal). According to the proposal the
municipality will benefit through strengthening capacities of implementing agro-ecological
technologies which serve to conserve natural resources and moorland. Additionally Castaña will
elaborate two policy proposals that suggest sustainable use and conservation of the moorland. These
policies proposals are designed by the platform of which the municipality is also part (this is
discussed later).
Sometimes there are meetings with the national research initiative that is based in the
reserce during these meetings knowledge is exchanged on conservation practices.
Furtherdown, Castaña is accountable to the parish by making a conservation plan and training the
local water boards on how to conserve important water sources.
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4.3.4 Intended beneficiaries
Direct beneficiaries (participating families)
The project aims at water management and soil recuperation. The heart of this project are the
Farmer Field Schools (FFSs) and Local Agricultural Research Committees (CIALs). These are wellknown agricultural learning methods.
FFS is an informal method to make farmers aware of the agro –ecological system. After defining a
common problem, a plot of land is chosen for the experiment and split it in half. On the one half their
method is used (with pesticides) on the other half a more sustainable method is used. Throughout
the crop season the biological process (interaction of flora and fauna) are monitored and written
down. Eventually the farmers increase their understanding of the biological system and are more
willing to turn to sustainable methods. The group is supported by some facilitators which in this case
are students from 3 different universities. CIAL, on the other hand, is a formal learning method. A
few members of the community individuals are educated to become specialists in sustainable
farming practices to combat common problems. They cooperate closely with facilitators (those with
agricultural/ biological knowledge). In the end participants receive a degree. The CIALs also work with
test plots but they start on many small pieces of land testing risk prone methods. Once their
technique have increased, the plots become bigger.
The experiments of FFS and CIAL take a whole cropping system. At the start, the farmers are involved
in deciding which regular cultivation problem they are going to address. Throughout the
development of the crops they draw up monitoring reports. In doing so they are assisted by the
assistant students (professionals-to-be) who also take samples for laboratorial research. This way of
learning by doing is other than the traditional approach the pro’s and con’s are best explained by this
quote from a project summary of the Food and Agricultural Organisation (FAO):
“Until recently, the conventional approach for training of farmers has been the organisation
of field days where farmers are shown demonstrations of new technologies. The problem
with this type of training is that farmers are passive participants, they listen to the
recommendations given by extension workers and other staff, but are not involved in the
process of technology adaptation. The result is that farmers continue to use traditional
methods and do not feel motivated to try new technologies.
FFS gives farmers the opportunity to test alternatives and improvements and introduce new
elements. To test alternatives using a field plot shared by several farmers. The main result of
this training is for farmers to voluntarily adopt new alternatives and implement in their field
plots”.
Source: FAO 20108
Officially the idea behind the CIAL is that the harvest -and possibly the seeds- are being sold to
finance the next research project and so continuity is guaranteed (Braun et al. 2000). Reading
through the project reports (quarterly reports 1-9 and the final evaluation as well as the external
evaluation) this has not become apparent. Rather the seed fairs are organised to demonstrate the
success the farmers had and to arouse interest to take up sustainable practices. As well the method
is praised as a methodology to rescue and revalorise ancient farming practices while integrating
them with new-found ones. To ensure the re-gained knowledge does not get lost the methods are
then documented in a card database.

8

FAO http://www.fao.org/docrep/005/Y1806S/y1806s05.htm viewed at 13.06.2010
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However, with respect to the theoretical framework accountability of the local organisation towards
the intended beneficiaries is about the degree of participation. More specifically how participation
leads to empowerment and enables the intended beneficiaries to influence the project.
The methods of ECA and CIAL fall under strong participation (Michener 2005) as the
beneficiaries are trained to make own choices. Looking at the means ends perspective (Parfitt 2004)
the project falls I would first say it falls under the end perspective. The ECA and CIAL approach allow
the beneficiaries to make choices of their own. However the project initiative itself was a top-down
intervention and justified by it long term benefits (nature conservation) while meeting short term
needs (agricultural produce). In the execution however joint decisions were made about the
execution of the project and so one could say that the project falls under the sixth rung of Arnstein’s
(1969) ladder of participation.
In more official agreements the intended beneficiaries are represented by the the 1st (representing
villages) and 2nd (representing communities) degree organisations which also are in close contact
among themselves. For example in with respect to the policy formations, during the biannual project
planning meetings and during the design of a communal management (for conservation) plan, the 1st
and 2nd degree organisations were representing the intended beneficiaries. Rubenstein calls this the
‘second best form of accountability’ (Rubenstein: in press).
Furthermore, according to Kilby (2006) accountability towards beneficiaries is also about
how open an NGO(or in this case: local organisation) is towards the beneficiary . To analyse this he
refers to the principles of formality and depth. Depth refers to the feedback arrangements the NGO
has to its constituency and formality to the frequency, openness and the formal response of the
NGO. Applying this idea to a real project is rather confusing. Because the feedback arrangements
towards the project contents were very good (deep and informal). Once every other week, the
beneficiaries were visited by the field executive. Officially the beneficiaries were asked to sign in case
they were satisfied with the executed activities but because they were in such close contact with the
field executive this was rather a formality. The field executive (Paula) expressed the value of
maintaining a good understanding with the beneficiaries as she told a story about how the
participation in some villages decreased by a misunderstanding. She mentioned: ‘To execute this
project is like being part of their family, people entrust personal stories to me’ (source: interview
Paula). Paula feels very sympathetic towards the communities as apart from the work she does for
Castaña she also went a couple of times to the field to for example teach women to make organic
shampoo (as buying shampoo is costly to the women).
Indirect beneficiaries
The project only included interested and motivated farmers (beneficiaries) who were chosen by the
2nd and 1st degree organisations (source: interview Paula). The principle of the project is that success
of the participating farmers would stimulate other farmers to replicate their practices.
For this part the project has been successful as fifteen additional families have joined either
FFS or CIAL as well as that there were twenty irrigation systems proposed while in the end thirtythree were installed.
Indirectly farmers who have not participated to the project can benefit from the knowledge
gained on sustainable (and less costly) farming practices. The knowledge gained is compiled into a
publication. Knowledge dissemination and was further stimulated by the two seed fairs.

4.3.5 Participants of the platform
To ensure the experiences and outcomes of the result are institutionalised in the municipalities and
related public entities an inter-institutional platform is formed. This platform discusses, analyses,
evaluates and agrees upon policy proposals for appropriate management of soil and water resources.
These ordinances are based on the laws and rules customary to the area. In addition the platform will
allow for dissemination of knowledge gained through the project to communities and institutions
direct and indirectly involved.
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The platform, also called space for dialogue, brings important actors together. Prior to
establishing a platform an analysis was completed of all actors that influence the region in which the
project is implemented. The specific objectives for this analysis was to draw up an inventory of all
institutions and local organisations active in the region and to further analyse institutional relations
and cooperation through actor mapping as well as discovering common interests. The analysis
included a detailed analysis of the area (economic, environmental and socio-cultural aspects), an
inventory of all the organisations and institutions (including the province, municipality the 1st and 2nd
degree organisations, public institutions, private sector) and their functions. The map made showed
the position of the actors in relation to the 1st degree organisations. They were mapped in three
circles which represented their proximity to the 1st degree organisations as well as their importance
to influence local management.
In the end the permanent participants are the representatives of the two 2nd degree
organisations A and B, the governmental research initiative which is active in the nature conserve in
which the project takes place, the environmental department of the municipality, a large
international NGO who makes a regional development plan and Castaña as executive party of the
‘Naturaleza’ programme. Other participants include the environmental department of the province,
the parish and two universities who also help implement the FFSs and CIALs.
Besides holding biannual meetings, the platform organised an exhibition of all conservation and
development initiatives which took place in the area to discuss themes of interest and to increase
interest to give inputs for discussion to the platform. A local management plan was made for the
basin area as well as an initiative was established. Proposals for (provincial and municipal) policies
and local rules

F

inally how Castaña practice accountability can be summarised by the following matrix. The
matrix shows what agreement (not necessarily in writings) the actor has with Castaña as
well as the priorities towards Castaña and the mechanisms by which Castaña realised these.
The form of reporting is also elucidated.
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Upward

Actors

Agreement

Priorities

Realisation
mechanisms

Árbol
(donor)

Contract,
project
proposal,
estimate

-Project
executed
according
planning
(since it
contributes to
the overall
outcome)
-Money spent
for designated
purposes
Project
contributes to
the
area(socioeconomic and
environmenta
l apects)

-Quarterly
reports (on
project
proceedings
and
expenditures
)
- Final project
evaluation

Project
contributes to
the area
(socioeconomic and
environment
aspects)

Municipality

Allowing
the project
to be
executed

Parish

Allowing
the project
to be
executed

Form of ‘reporting’
Qualitative/
Explanation
quantitative

Verbal/
Written/
demonstrativ
e
Written

Explanation

Frequency

Quarterly
reports

Project
planning
meetings:
Biannually
Reports:
quarterly
Informal
conversations
: weekly

Qualitative

Delays, lessons
learnt, what has
been done

Quantitative

Money spent,
number of
participants,
number of seeds
planted/irrigatio
n systems built

Verbal

Small changes

-Including
Qualitative
participation
of the
research
institute and
the reserve in
various
workshops
-participation
in the
platform
-realisation
of 2 policy
proposals

Capacity building
in terms of
awareness
raising on
conservation.

Verbal

Meetings and
participation in
the platform

-participation
in the
platform Training of
water boards

Inform about
project
proceedings

Verbal

Meetings

Qualitative

All and all
(including
platform
meetings and
regular
meetings)
quarterly
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Other
organisation
s in the
region
Participating
families

Downward

Communities

Openness
about the
project
proceeding
s
Allowing
the project
to be
executed

Complement
each-others
activities

Platform

Qualitative

Inform about
project activities,
possibly include
them

Verbal

Scheduled
meetings

Every now
and then

Socioeconomic
benefits

Qualitative

FFS
CIAL
Seed fairs

Verbal

Field visits,
community
meetings

Every other
week the field
executive
visits the
individual
plots

Allowing
the project
to be
executed

Economic
benefits

Documenting
traditional
cultivation
methods
-Promoting
sustainable
methods
with higher
yield
Promoting
sustainable
methods
with higher
yield

Demonstrativ
e

Demonstration
gardens of FFS
and CIAL, Seed
fairs

Written

Documentatio N.a.
n of newly
learnt practices

Box 10: The practice of accountabilities in the case of ‘Castaña’. Source: Author
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5. Discussing accountability

T

Hroughout this thesis accountability has been central. First the concept was unravelled, then
theories were applied on a case study: A nature conservation project of an Ecuadorian NGO.
This chapter takes a closer look at the findings and compares theory to practice. First it looks
at the lessons learnt, then it discusses two topics that were particularly noticeable.

5.1 What can be learnt?
The research question that this thesis addressed is:
How does a local organisation practice accountability?
Through this question we came closer in finding out what accountability means. Through looking
accountabilities from various theoretical perspectives revealed that accountabilities take different
directions. Upward to those that give financial means and legal permissions to operate. Downward to
the people who are intended to benefit from the project outcomes. Inward to an organisations´ own
identity and horizontal to their peers. Besides having to account to actors that go in various
directions we have learnt that there are different reasons as to what to account for. There are
process accountabilities mostly dealing with rules and regulations; Programme accountabilities as to
where the planning was effective; Financial accountabilities to find out whether the money has
served the proper purpose; Most and for all there are responsive accountabilities to see whether the
programme meets the needs of the intended beneficiaries. In addition there are different methods
to give account. Written accounts for example the quarterly reports to the donor about the project
proceedings; Verbal accounts for example during the platform meetings which linked all actors from
various layers (upward, downward and the local organisation itself). In addition to written and verbal
accounts there were also demonstrative accounts to the intended beneficiaries. In particular indirect
beneficiaries who were not directly included in the project saw that new crops were growing also
without pesticides and they learned that these strategies kept the soil fertile and were motivated to
join. The donor was interested in a mixture of both qualitative and quantitative results.

5.2 What was striking?
Comparing theory to the way accountability is practiced in the project central to this study I found
two aspects particularly striking. Below a detailed explanation of each aspects are given.

Equilibrium
From theory I have noticed that accountability is associated with unequal power relations which, in
the case of Castaña, I can relate to two factors: First accountability can be related to the availability
of mechanisms that actors involved have in place to sanction Castaña. Secondly, the challenging
position of a local organisation as an intermediary can challenge a local organisation in the practice
of accountability.
Sanctions versus power
A consequence of accountability is that the implementing organisation face sanctions. These can vary
from harsh sanctions: for example the stop to disbursement, to soft sanctions which are more of
explanatory nature. In theory there is a strong relation between the mechanisms that actors have to
hold another party to account (Najam 1996, Ebrahim 2003 and Lloyd 2205). Najam (1996) and Lloyd
(2005) primarily look at the relationship with donors and beneficiaries and are along with Kilby
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(2006) of the opinion that the beneficiaries have the weakest position to hold the NGO to account in
contrast to donors.
It cannot be denied that the donor can indeed be seen as the dominant actor. Any project needs
financial means. The power of the donor to sanction Castaña is very evident by all the written
agreements which function as a ‘big stick’ by which Árbol can hold Castaña to account in case they do
not comply to the written agreements. These agreements were the contract, the proposal which is
made according to the ToR and the accompanying estimate. In addition the donor demanded
Castaña to write quarterly reports on the project advancements in addition to the quarterly account
for expenditures. Occasionally the project supervisor joined the field executive to size up the
situation and annually the project planning was discussed with the manager of Árbol.
My observations, aside from the from all the formal arrangements was that a lot of the
agreements made were informal. Castaña felt they were trusted a lot. Small changes in the budget
were allowed as long as the project supervisor was contacted. Small changes in the planning (most
often these were postponements) were allowed as long as there was an explanation given in the
quarterly reports. The field executive also indicated that the project supervisor hardly made field
visits. The idea behind incomplete contracts (Herold 2009) that if the agent feels he is trusted, he
works harder is in this respect true.
In contrast to the ideas of the theorists, downward accountability was very strong in the project. In
the theoretical chapter, downward accountability was described by the extent to which participation
contributed to empower the beneficiaries to influence the project outcomes. The approach of FFS
and CIAL allowed the beneficiaries to choose the topics which were researched throughout a
cropping season. During both approaches, farmers were given the opportunity to learn about the
sustainable methods in contrast to their methods which usually included practices that harmed the
soil fertility and polluted the water (indiscriminate use of pesticides, cultivating steep slopes etc.).
Farmers observed their own and the sustainable methods and observed how flora and fauna were
responding to each other. They learnt-by-doing which is in contrast to conventional methods which
are characterised by top-down interventions. In addition traditional techniques were revaluated by
documenting them and integrating them with the new introduced methods. Beneficiaries had a
strong degree of participation in which participation was seen as en end and really empowered the
beneficiaries. Looking at Arnsteins’ (1969) ladder of citizen participation I think the approach of CIAL
falls under the 5th rung which distinguishes that a few members of the community represent
decisions in a committee. Since all participants of FFS negotiate about the topic of research I would
devote the 6th rung to this method. However I have not gained insight in the group dynamics within
the communities which could explain why certain families were chosen to participate while others
were not.
Besides FFS and CIAL I think the high degree of informal contact also contributed to a high
level of empowerment. The field executive visited each plot once every other week and built up
personal contact with the families which gave them the opportunity to air their possible dislikes. In
addition Paula was already acquainted with the people of the communities through a previous (4
year lasting) project in the same region. Besides quarterly meetings were organised. The
beneficiaries were well organised by means of the 1st Degree and 2nd Degree organisations who in
case of major disagreements could act as an intermediary, then again this has not been necessary.
Intermediary position of a local organisation
Looking at the accountability directions it becomes evident that local organisations have a
challenging position. They are an intermediary between actors to whom they have an upward
accountability (often including donors and governments) and to those for whom the project is
designed to benefit (downward accountability). On the one hand they are dependent on the upward
actors who provide them financial and legal means for existence. On the other hand local
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organisations are seen as advocates of the intended beneficiaries - which is also reflected by their
organisational identity. This reality can become problematic when the actors involved have noncoinciding ideas about what is ‘help’. Disagreements like these are particularly evident in the field of
natural resource management (Buckles 1999).
Natural resource management sets out to attain a balance between the use of natural
resources by local people and ensuring long-term conservation of these resources. The conflicts that
arise from this kind of management primarily fall within the category of long-term versus short-term
thinking. Local beneficiaries frequently have to meet short-term needs, whilst donors focus on
sustainability of natural resources: a long-term goal.
In this project, through my observations, the cooperation with all parties to whom Castaña
had to give account ran smoothly. I have not noticed any inconveniences between any of the other
stakeholders. Maybe this is due to the fact that beside giving account, Castaña also beared
responsibility.
Giving account is something mandatory for example: Castaña was obliged to give account to
Árbol. It was agreed formally in a contract and in case Castaña fails to render account they are face
(financial) consequences.
Bearing responsibility is more of voluntary nature and can be a tactic of the local
organisation to maintain a good understanding with other actions. For example the platform. In the
platform actors to whom Castaña has an upward and downward accountability towards take part.
Upwardly these are INIAP, the reserve, the province, the municipality and the parish. The downward
actors are the two 2nd Degree Organisations who represent communities in which the intended
beneficiaries live. By including all layers of actors Castaña becomes more transparent and bears
responsibility for their actions. All actors of the platform become part of the decision making process.
In addition to maintaining a good understanding the platform was also a good tactic for bringing in
dialogue. The principal idea of the platform was to design two policy proposals. These proposals
would not be effective if they would not be recognised by the lower and higher regulating bodies.
There were however different priorities. A quote of the project manager was illustrative:
‘The donor is interested in whether we have accomplished what was planned, the beneficiaries want
to see results on their land’. The project has overcome this problem to meet both needs. The shortterm needs for crops (farmers’ priority) were ensured while applying sustainable cultivation
techniques which contributed to conservation (long term need of donor). In this project it seems that
everybody is seeing the benefits of conservation. The project site was declared a reserve only the
indigenous are making use of the land. Beside the 1st and 2nd Degree Ogranisations and the
municipalities there were no other actors involved who had possible conflicting ideas which made
the problem of conservation very surveyable.

Competence development
Central to the project planning as well as the quarterly reports is the LFA. As mentioned in chapter 2,
this approach is a commonly used planning, monitoring and evaluation tool. With regard to this
project the LFA tool appears in every quarterly report in which a comparison is made between the
planned activities, the indicators (which were the projected proceedings) and the advancements
made in percentages. In addition a column is added in which Castaña could mention the lessons
learnt. In the end of the quarterly reports formats there was room for Castaña to explain the lessons
learnt per theme but hardly ever there a connection was made with the previous lessons learnt
mentioned earlier in the LFA.
I like that at least the donor has showed some interest in the lessons learnt. But the way it
was asked leaves a lot to be desired. In my opinion describing lessons learnt should include a
description of what has been done, why it has done (an account of the assessments made), what the
effect is and what the reasoning for this effect is (the latter of which is the learning aspect). I can
imagine that this is too much work for Castaña given the large administration burden and time
pressure. I only have the feeling that the way that the logical framework is used in this project is
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assuming that the completion of the planned activities will lead to the overall goal of conservation
(soil recuperation and water management). That seems strange to me because no connection
between the project and the effect it has on the people who can make conservation happen (the
intended beneficiaries and the regulating bodies). Too much focus is on what has been done and
does not look any further into the effect it has on people. The families were involved in the
monitoring of the sustainable practices but who says that is a guarantee for these people to continue
with the sustainable practices. Were all methods useful to them, were some less useful (maybe
because they involved a lot of work) why or why not?
In international development a new monitoring and evaluation tool is gaining popularity. This
model is called Outcome Mapping (OM). At essence it believes that development is accomplished
through changes in the behaviour of people (Earl et al. 2001). It measures development by how the
programme has facilitated in behavioural change. The big disadvantage of this model is that it is hard
for NGOs to proof that the project has reached a goal which is less of a problem with the LFA given its
abstractness.

5.3 Recommendations for further research
Accountability is a complex concept and confronts NGOs not only with financial, but also
with social and ethical demands from a multitude of directions. This research is a stepping stone to
further research. In this respect I would recommend the following:
Even though this research gave a theoretical explanation of how local organisations practice inward
accountability, due to time restrictions it has failed to research it in practice. Therefore I would
recommend to include this in a further research.
Moreover since this research merely looked at the accountabilities from the perspective of the local
organisation, I would recommend a larger research which also includes the most prominent actors
and their accountabilities. I expect that including other actors’ accountabilities will increase
understanding on how accountability demands are rooted. In doing so I would recommend to
research the accountabilities throughout all the phases of the project cycle since accountability
demands differ in different stages. Understanding how accountability is rooted might possibly lead to
understand whether new M&E mechanisms such as OM are feasible.
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Project documents used
Evaluation reports (including project proceedings and quarterly financial estimates) Number 1
(March 2007) until number 9 (March 2009)
Quarterly power point presentations for the communities
Contract with Árbol
Terms of Reference (Bosque)
Project proposal (Castaña)
Format financial estimate (Árbol)
Format financial estimate (Castaña)
Format activities (Castaña)
Evaluation report of projects in the region (Castaña)
Stakeholder analysis (Castaña, a cooperating universities, the project supervisor, 2nd Degree Org. B)
External annual evaluation (Bosque)
Final project evaluation (Castaña)

Interviews
Vincent

Managing director of Castaña

Frances

Project manager

Paula

Field executive

Macarena

Financial administrator
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Annex I: Venn interview method
The researcher of this study designed a new interactive element, inspired on so-called Venn diagrams
was used. This tactic can give insight into how individuals of an organisation (who are involved in the
project concerned) experience their relations with the actors.
For this method one big round piece of paper and several small round pieces of paper are needed.
On the big round piece of paper the name of the informant are written. The reason for writing the
informants name down instead of the name of the organisation is because the informant is a
representative of the organisation being an employee of the organisation. After all, an organisation is
not homogeneous but made up out of individuals each having a mind of their own working towards
the same goal.
Ask the informant to separately write down the names of the actors on the blank small rounds. By
means of an example the process of mapping by means is explained: The big piece of paper
(representing the informant is placed in the middle) forms the centre, from there on the informant
maps the actors. Relations are visualised by the distance and overlap between the pieces of paper. If
the informant (represented by the big round piece of paper) places the an actor (represented by the
small pieces of round paper) closely to him-/ herself, there is a close relation between them and vice
versa. Overlapping rounds have a relation, a big overlap means a close relation.
The map is a point of departure for the interview. Once the map has been made the researcher can
find out why the informant visualises the relationship as such by asking questions. Even though the
map is the centre of discussion for further information, it is advisory to make a topic list which can
serve as a checklist during the interviews to make sure all necessary information is gained.

Figure 11: Example of a Venn map. Source: Author
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Annex II: Programme ‘Naturaleza’
Ministry of
Environment

The Municipality

The Parish
Consultive
Committee
2nd Degree
Organisation A

2nd Degree
Organisation B

1st Degree
Organisation

Ecuador:
Árbol

Bosque

Consortium

Peru:

Supervisor

Castaña

Supervisor

Organisation II

Supervisor

1st Degree
Organisation

Supervisor

1st Degree
Organisation

Supervisor

2nd Degree
Organisation B

Organasation X

Bolivia:
Organisation X
Organisations that
work within the
same Bio culture
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Annex III: The reporting structure

Paula
Field executive

' Bosque'
Initiator/ Donor

Adriana
National Programme
Manager

Alberto

Vincent

Frances

Project supervisor

Managing Director

Project manager

Susana

Macarena
Financial
administrator

3 Administrative
assistants

Money transactions

Blue: Swiss donor
Red: Árbol
Green: Castaña
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Annex IV: LFA of the project
This is a translation of the extensive explanation of the LFA mentioned in the project proposal. The
blue highlighted text refers to the two methods that are central to the project namely Farmer Field
Schools (FFSs) and Local Agricultural Research Committees (CIALs).

General objective
This project intends to promote sustainable management and use of soil- and water in five
communities in the area. This is done through an agro-ecological focus and through revalorising local
knowledge and technologies.

Specific objectives
1. Raise awareness, give training and community reflection
2. Establish agro-ecological technologies
3. Promote the recovery of local knowledge through reflection systematisation and elaboration
of policy proposals from the bottom up.

Results
1.
-

Families have begun local management and conservation of natural resources through
participation in training on conservation.

2.
- Plots have an increased production.
- Increased agro-biodiversity*.
- Water irrigation and domestic water consumption will be protected by the water
management board.
- 2ND DEGREE ORGANISATION A and FOCOFCH have made a community conservation plan*.
3.
- Experiences and knowledge on technologies on water and soil management is shared and
disseminated*.
- Formal institutional and community spaces to analyse, discuss, reflect and coordinate
agreements on management and conservation of the moorlands*.
- Policy proposals on soil- and water management in the moorlands.
- A constant monitoring system through quarterly evaluation meetings including all actors
involved*.
*these are all expected outcomes of FFS and CIAL

Lines of action
1.
-

Establish an FFS in Integrated Pest Management (IPM).
Establish an ECA in Andean agroforestry.
Establish a CIAL in conservation of Andean agrobiodiversity.
Establish a CIAL in organic production of Andean crops.
Capacity workshops for water boards.
Development of a training school for members of the communitythis is CIAL
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2.
3.
-

Establish slow formation terraces on family plots**.
Establishment of compost, vermicultures and organic fertilisers to improve soil fertility**.
Establishment of infiltration trenches to improve soil moisture**.
Establishment of micro irrigation sprinklers in 20 family plots (demonstration gardens)**.

Establishment of agroforestry and silvopastoral practices with native, forest and multiple use
species**.
- Establishment of 20 demonstration gardens**.
- Organise an agricultural and forestall-seed fair for the area.
- Develop a database on the agricultural and forest germplasm**.
- Establish a system of seed exchange and conservation between the two second-degree
organisations, the communities and institutions who participate in the project**.
4. Water Boards
- Participative prioritisation of three water sources (irrigation and drinking water) for
protection.
- Awareness raising among the owners and users of these water sources.
- Zoning areas of protection.
- Establishment of conventions for the protection of these sources
- Execution of physical works (fencing) and biological works (restoration) for the protection of
those sources.
- Monitoring of protection activities.
- Develop a campaign on waste management (organic and chemical).
5.
- Compile all biophysical and socio-economic studies conducted in the area and implement
rapid participatory diagnostic tools to supplement this information.
- Participatory workshops to identify and prioritise issues and options for the management of
the moorland.
- Elaborate profiles of programmes on conservation and development.
- Elaborate a Management Plan.
- Approve the Management Plan by the local communities, the municipality and the Ministry
of Environment.
6.
- Conduct a study on the experiences, knowledge, technologies related to water management
and soil recuperation**.
- Publish the study*.
7. Platform
- Analysis of institutional and community actors.
- Awareness of local communities and institutions on the need for coordination, cooperation
and inter-institutional learning.
- Formal agreements between the actors: Second Degree Organisations, communities, the
municipality and parishes, NGOs, private sector etc. to establish a platform.
- Develop a space for analysis and consultation on different topics related to the conservation
of local bio cultural systems.
8.
- Participatory studies on the state of conservation and sociocultural and economic impact of
soil and water in the area**.
- Develop 2 policy proposals (on soil conservation and water management) agreed upon by
the platform.
9.
- Participative monitoring and evaluation of the activities and effects of the projects**.
- Systematisation of the project process**.
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- Publication of the study**.
**these are all related to the practice of FFS and CIALS as explained in 4.3 under ‘direct
beneficiaries

Objective indicators
1.
- Forty families were trained in soil conservation practices, agro-ecological production,
livestock management, irrigation systems and conservation of moorland.
- Once the project has finished, two Agricultural schools (ECA: Escuelas de Campo de
Agricultores) and two Local Agricultural Investigation Comittees (CIAL: Comités de
Investigacion Agrícola Local) have been developed to stimulate participatory training,
learning and investigation.
- After the first year two irrigation water boards have been trained on the protection of water
resources and efficient techniques for efficient water management.
- During the first year fifteen students (promotores) have been trained and assist their
communities in conservation processes for the benefit of bio cultural systems thanks to their
participation to a local training school.
2.1
- At the end of the first semester, the communities of the upper part of the reserve have a
plan for agro-ecological zoning for the development of more sustainable production systems
and priority areas for conservation and protection.
- At the end of the project forty families have established soil conservation practices such as
slow formation terraces, compost, green manures, cover crops, vermiculture, infiltration
trenches, to conserve and enhance the soil productivity.
- After the first year with twenty family plots have an alternative irrigation system to
demonstrate efficient water use.
2.2
- After the project forty families have established agroforestry and silvopastoral practices with
native and multiple use forest species.
- Twenty demonstration gardens conserve and have increased the diversity of native Andean
crops as well as organic production techniques.
- After the third semester the participating families have a system of exchange and
conservation of Andean crop seeds (germplasm).
2.3.
- After the first year, three priority water sources work with physical and biological practices of
protection.
- At the end of the project at least forty families adopt appropriate practices of organic waste
and chemicals to reduce pollution of the ditches.
2.4.
- After the third semester, the two Second Degree Organisations ‘A’ and ‘B’ have developed a
community management plan for the conservation of the moorlands in the areas that they
represent.
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3.1.
- Once the project has ended a publication is made which compiles all experiences, knowledge
and technologies.
3.2.
- After the first semester, an inter-institutional and communal platform has been formed in
which there is space for analysis, discussion, reflection, coordination and agreement making
(by consensus).
- Various stakeholders, including sectoral governments (Municipality), the Second Degree
Organisations, communities, NGOs that are active in the same area, as well as public and
private institutions are actively involved in the platform.
3.3.
- During the project execution various communication mechanisms (local assemblies, work
meetings (in Spanish: minga’s), reunions etc.) are utilized to disseminate results and lessons
learnt
- After the first year, at least two (one on soil conservation, the other on water management)
policy proposals are made for communities of the moorland.
a.

Once the project has finished a publication is made including lessons learned, experiences
and outcomes (effects) during the project.
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